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Foreword / Avant-Propos 

This is the final number of Climatological Bu//etln. Thanks to all our readers, 
contributors, reviewers, and the Editorial Board, We wish every success to the 
new CMOS Bulle/in. 

Ce numero est Ie demier du Bulletin cJimaro/ogique. Merci a nos abonnes. 
auteurs et arbitrcs et au comite de redaction. 80n voyage au nouveau Bulletin 
SCMo. 

Alec Paul 
Editorl Redacleur en chef 
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Cyclone Climatology of Southeastern 
Canada 
Maria C;mia Piccolo· 
and 
Mohammed I. Ef-Sabh 
Centre Octanographiquc de Rimouski, Univcrsitc. du Quebec a 
Rimouski. 310 Allee des Ursulines, Rimouski, Quebec G5L 3A 1, 
Canada 
[Original manuscript received 3 October 1992; 
in revised form 30 June 1993] 

1\8 STk AGr 

Annual, sea.wna\ and monthly cyclone, cyclogencsis and cyclolysis frequencies were 
analyzed for 2.5" latitude by 5" longitude grid cells in eastern Canada for the yearn 
1972- 1990. The mean feature of the study area is the stonn frequency rnalcimum of the 
Gulf of Sl. Lawrence. Summer and winler mean cyclone patterns are not similar, because 
a great part of the sea water of the study region is ice covered in winler. A general 
decrease during the study period in the number of cyclones per year was found over the 
entire area, 

A principal component analysis was performed for the 24 grid ceUs. The first principal 
component indicates the cyclone frequem ... y variability of the Gulf of Sc Lawrence and sur~ 
rounding co.1.Slal n:gions. The second principal component contrasts cyclone frequencies 
in Atlantic Ocean waters with continental 7.ones. Years with storm frequencies above 
average over the Allanlic walers also show minimum frequencies norlh of Quebec 
province. 

Les frequences annuellc) saisonnihe el mensuclk de la cyclone, cyclogent.'It et cyclolyse 
onl ett analystes sur une grille possedanl une maille de 2,5" de latitude par 5" de 
longitude pour 1'est du Canada durant les anntes 1972 9 1990. La caracterislique 
principaJe de la rl:gion etudi6e est Ie maximum de la frtquence de tempete du Golfe Saint
Laurent. Les patrons moyens des cyclones en hiver et en ete ne soot pas similaires. Une 
deeroissance generale dumnt la periode etudite. du nombre de cyclones observes par 
annl:c a tte remarquee sur tOUle la region. 

Une analyse en composantes prineipaJes a etl: faite pour les 24 rnailles de la gnlle. La 
premiere cOlnpoSllll \e ,.1Iinci"ale iudique la variabilite de la frequence des cyclones du 
Golfe Saint-Laurent ct des regions ootieres avoisinantes. L.1. scconde eomposante 
principale montre Ie eontrast entre les frequenccs des cyclones dans les eaux de I'ocean 
Atlantique et les zones continentales. Les annm avec des friqucoces de temptles au
dessus de la moyenne sur les caux de l'Atlantique presentent aussi des frequences 
minimum au nord de la province de Quebec. 

°Pc:rm"nCnl add~ss: \ADO, tw. Alcm 53, 8000 Bahia Bl:l!lca, Argentinn 
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I . INTRODUCTION 

TIle weather in temp:erate zones is marked by a succession of large-scale 
migratory cyclones that undergo pronounced seasonal variations in frequency 
and intensity. Frontal at.1ivity and inclement weather commonly associated with 
these low pressure systems make them an important component of climate. 
Considerable effort has been expended to accurately chart their spatial and 
temporal dislribution. Cyclone frequency maps can be used to identify areas that 
most frequently experience cyclone weather, preferred paths followed by stonns, 
and long-term trends in cyclone climatology (Reitan, 1974, 1979; Resio and 
Hayden, 1975; Zisbka and Smith, 1980; Mooley, 1980; Hayden and Smith, 
1982). 

Continental shelf and coastal waters along mid-latitude western 
oceanic margins are greatly influenced by weather. Because these waters are 
shallow, they are readily affected by atmospheric forcing such as heating and 
cooling and turbulent mixing process. The Atlantic provinces and the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence show the most active and variable winter regimes in Canada. 
Matheson (1967) carried out a detailed study of airflow types on the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence region. The airflow types were determined based on daily surface and 
500 mb charts. He found that year-to-year variation in ice severity was related to 
the types of winter circulation (Barry and Perry, 1973). Three streams of 
cyclones converge on the region (Hare and Thomas, 1974). Consequently, some 
work has been done on the frequency and tracking of low pressure systems 
tJavelling over the area, bUI mostly related to severe storms (Archibald, 1969; 
Lewis and Moran, 1984; Brown, et al., 1986) or general circulation models 
(Lambert, 1988) where some delailed features are lost because of the global sca1e 
analysis. 

The purpose of this investigation is to determine the climatology of 
cyclones over southeastern Canada with special emphasis on the maritime areas 
for the period November 1971 - June 1991. Spatial and temporal variations in 
cyclone frequency are examined and also the geographical distribution of cyclone 
development and dissipation areas. In this study we try to document and update 
the knowledge of the synoptic climatological variability of the region. 

2. CYCLONE CLIMATOLOGY 

2. 1 Analytical procedures 

The data used in this study were derived from monthly maps of cyclone trades 
published in the Mariflem Weather l..JJg (NOAA. 1991) for November 1971-June 
1991. locations for pressure centers are given on these charts for 0000 and 1200 
GMT for centers having. at least one closed isobar and whose lifetimes are at 
least 24 hIs. Methodology, source and analysis are presented in the mentioned 
journal, and therefore will not be explained here. To study the horizontal 
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FIGURE I Map showil18 the ~lUdy region and the grid used in the analysis. 

distributions, 2.50 latitude by 5 0 longitude grid cells were prepared (Figure I), 
and cyclone frequencies were determined by counting the number of cyclone 
tracks that passed through each quadrangle in a particular month and year. 
Multiple entries of a given storm were ignored (Hayden, 198Ia). 

Tabulations of the total number of cyclones, cyclogenesis and 
cyclolysis for each grid cell were completed for each of the individual months and 
years. The values were then summed over the 19 year period and analyzed to 
yield distributions of cyclone events, as well as cyclogenetic and cyc10lytic 
phenomena. In the present study a cyc!ogenesis event is considered when a well 
defined cyclone track begins on the monthly cyclone tracks map, and a cyclolysis 
event where the storm track finishes. 

Although the area enclosed by the quadrangles decreases with 
increasing latitude, no areal corrections are made, thus avoiding a latitude 
dependent bias (Zishka and Smith, 1980; Hayden, 1981 b). Quadrangles of this 
size were used to avoid qualitatively noisy fields which resulted from using 
smaller areas. 

2.2. Total period statistics 

Figure 2a shows the mean annual frequency of cyclones for the period 
1972- 1990. The frequency notably increases over the coastal and oceanic waters. 
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FIGURE 2 Mean annual (A) and standard deviation (B) (:yclone frcquc:ncy for the period 
1972-1990. 
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The maximum frequency is found over the Gulf of St. Lawrence (GSL) and the 
Scotian continental shelf. The frequency of cyclones decreases over continental 
areas. A mean period or 10- 11 days was found for storm passages over the study 
zone. The standard deviation of annual cyclone rrequencies is presented in 
Figure 2b. The dominant reature is the standard deviation maximum located in 
the Gaspe peninsula - GSL area. 

One physical reason for the variation in cyclone routes may be 
found in the changing land-sea contrast associa.ted with the-complex topography 
of the region. Archibald (1969) described the preferred tracks of severe storms 
over the study region. He found two spatially-varying forcing patterns: a) 
northern storms, propa.gating from the west to the northeast with tbeir centres 
lying to the north of the gulf; b) southern sion ns, propagating rrom the south to 
the northeast with their centres lying over tbe Scotian shelf. Archibald (1969) 
also described a less frequent stonn tr-clCk that trends across Nova Scotia and 
across the GSL Brown et al. (1 986) showed that severe storms, causing 
significant wave events in the rq,rion, were mostly southern ones. 

Two new forcing patterns should be added to this analysis. Besides 
the described ones, it was found that stonns crossing the GSL from west to east 
or to the northeast, with their centres lying over the gulf are also important. 
Some of these storms are generated by the northward (southward) displacement 
of southern stonns (northern storms) over the GSL region. The standard 
deviation ma:cimu m is between the northern and southern storm tracks. Storms 
crossing the gulf from south to north were les,S frequent but noticeable. 

Figure 3 shows the mean winter and summer frequencies of 
cyclones per grid cell ror the period 1972- 1990. Winter was considered from 
October to March and summer from April to September. The summer and 
winter patterns have distinct differences, the cyclones being more frequent in 
winter. In the winter mean field, the axis for the maximum frequency is along 
central Nova Scolia and across Newfoundland, with frequency decreasing 
northward. In the mean summer pauern the axis of the maximum frequency has 
shifted northward to lie over the Gaspe Peninsula and northern Newfoundland. 
The location of the frequency maxima is associated with the baroclinic effects of 
the coastal zone. An important factor that has to be taken into account to 
explain the movement of the cyclone frequency maxima is that during the winter 
season a great part of the marine areas is ice covered, and therefore, the 
baroclinic effects of the GSL area decrease. Minimum summer frequencies are 
found in1and from the Atlantic coast and northward over the province of 
Quebec. The results are comparable with those of Hayden and Resio (1982), 
although they analyzed a different period and larger area. 

Identifying specific monthly features allows a better insight into the 
governing. physical mechanisms of the study zone. Higher tempora] resolution of 
cyclonic routes leads to a better estimation of the variation of climatic variables 
associated with them. In Figure 4 the total zonal frequencies between 65" and 
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FIGURE J (A) Mean winter (October to March) and (B) summer (April to September) cyclone 
frequCIlC)' for the period NOIIembcr \971- June 1991. 
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70° W are presented as a function of the latitude for selected months. Tn general, 
the frequency decreases with latitude. There is a remarkable seasonal variability 
at low latitudes. the cyclone frequency is greatest in January and decreases 
gradually to less than half of the winter values in July. The latilUdinal gradient at 
high latitudes is roughly constant for all months, except for July. when an 
increment is found over the Chaleul'S Bay - Gaspe Peninsula area. 

The study region shows very distinct features due to the contrast 
between land and marine waters. Therefore, the data set was divided temporally 
and spatially, The temporal variations were studied by examining year-to-year 
fluctuations (Figure 5) of the number of cyclones in two selected grid cells 
(Figure I), at the same longitude interval (60" - 65" W). One grid cell (cell I) is 
located at high latitude over a continental area of Quebec province (52.5" _ 55" 
N) and the other one (cell 2) over the Atlantic ocean (40" - 42.5" N). In 1974175 
and 1984/ 87 frequency maxima are found over the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 5) 
and relative minima over the continent. Another significant feature 
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FIGURE 5 Time series of annual cyclone frequency for two seltckd grid cells. 

is Ihe large year-to-year cyclone frequency fluctuations ovcr the Atlantic Ocean. 
"In 1974,37 cyclones crossed over the area and five years later only 12. 

2.3 eye/agenesis and cyclolysis evems 

In recent years, considerable attention has been devoted to the phenomenon of 
cyclogenesis (Jury and Laing, 1990), Operational weather forecasters have long 
been aware of these events in cold air masses over open water. They often evolve 
quickly and can result in adverse weather conditions that affect the safety of 
operations at sea. While cycJogenesis can and does occur from time to lime in 
any area of the ('),; tratropics, there are preferred geographical locations for its 
occurrence. Figure 6a shows all cycJogenesis events for the study period. There is 
a southward increase in frequency with maximum valu~s along the eastern coast 
of the U. S. A. 

Western ocean regions are preferred areas for cyclogenesis (Zishka 
and Smith, 1980). These are regions with significant air-sea surface temperature 
contrasts at a given latitude, particularly during the winter seasons. These zones, 
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where diabatic processes are important, have stronger mean baroclinicity than 
many other areas. Thus, the cyclogenetie maximum found in the study area is in 
general agreement with the findings of Zishka and Smith (1980) and Whittaker 
and Hom (198 1). 

Compared to cyclogenesis, less attention h.'l.S been given in the 
scientific community to the cyclolysis phenomenon. Naturally, these events do 
not impede human activities. However, from a physical point of view, they can 
bring some insight on the dynamical processes that characterize a particular 
region. Figure 6b shows the total cyclolysis events for the study period. A lone of 
maximum cycJolysis is found over the Quebec City area and extends into the 
GSL. These results s.how the possible role of Gaspe Peninsula orography as a 
barrier to western cyclone movement, which also helps to explain the maximum 
variability found in the mean fields (Figure 2b). Using the vorticity theorem 
(Hess, 1979), when airflow crosses a barrier, there is a decreasc in the magnitude 
of the vertical perturbation of the air as it moves over the barrier. An increase of 
anticyclonic curvature develops in the wind side of the barrier and a cyclonic 
curvature on the lee side of it. Some cyclones are strong enough to continue their 
movement to the east while others dissipate their energy over the area. 

3. PRINCIPAl. COMPONENTS ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL FREQUENCY DATA 

Principal components analysis (PCA) has successfully re~olved the variance 
structure in multivariant !,>eophysical data (Resio and Hayden, 1975). and 
provides a method for detennining patterns in large data fields (Hayden, 198 Ia). 
The objective of the analysis is to isolate chardcteristic, recurrent and 
independent modes of covariance among variables into a new sct of independent 
variables. PCA provides a description of the major modes of variabili ty in the 
data set. Typically, each romponent is identified with somc property of the data 
fie ld. The analysis also provides an index which measures the importance of each 
component within each year. Finally. the analysis provides an estimate of the 
total percent of variance in the data set which can be explained on the basis of 
each component (Hayden. [98 Ia; Haydcn and Smith, 1982). The first application 
of PCA in meteorology appears to have been made by Bryan and Gordon in 
1948 (Preisendorfer, 1988) to develop a short-term prediction method for sea level 
atmospheric preo;sures over the Northern Hemisphere. PCA is a tool for the 
analysis of the spatial or tempoml variability of physical fields. 

In tbe present stUdy, to prevent those grid cells with high mean 
cyclone frequencies from dominating the total variance and cOl1!icquently from 
dominating the eigenvector forms, the correlation matrix ra[her than the 
covariance matrix was used. Only the flTSt two e4:,>envectors were statistically 
significant in terms of the Rule N test (Overland and PreL~endorfer. 1982). The 
fact that only Ole first two eigenvectors are significant may be the result of the 
small sample size. The percentage variance and the cumulative 
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TABLE I TIle [lefc:mtagc orlhe tOL'lI variance for the firstlwo eigenwctors 

Eigenvector Percent: vari a nce Cumulative percent: 

number explained variance explained 

1 31.6 31. 6 

2 20.1 51.7 

percentage of variance explained by the two eigenvectors are given in 
Table I. 

The eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues I and 2 were 
mapped in Figure 7. The first eigenvector (Figure 7a) has positive values over the 
entire field. The dominant feature of its distribution is the maximum value 
centred over the Magdalen shallows area. The pattern is rather similar to the 
standard deviation map of the annual mean fields of cyclone frequencies shown 
in Figure 2b. Therefore, the first principal component indicates the stonn 
vari:'lhi lily or 'he SII)OY region. III posilively*weigh1ed ycau, a general increase. in 

cyclone passages will ot.'Cur over the GSL and in negatively*weighted years fewer 
than average cyclones will characterize the area. 

The second eigenvector (Figure 7b) indicates the contrdst between 
southern and northern storms (sensu Archibald, 1969). III years with positive 
weightings, storms are more frequent than average in Atlantic oceanic waters. 
Negativelywcighted years show an increase in storm frequency over continental 
areas at high lati tudes. 

The first two eigenvectors of annual cyclone frequencies constitute 
two new orthogonal axes which account for nearly 52 % of the variance in the 
original data (Table I). In general, weightings on these two vectors ror the 19 
years of record varied between - 5 and +5. The time series of eigenvector 
weightings for each year for the two eigenvectors are shown in Figure 8. The 
annual weightings of the first eigenvector (Figure 8a) exhibit a change from 
positive to negative values after 1976. This variation indicates that during years 
with positive weightings the cyclone frequency increases over the GSL and 
coastal provinces areas, and during years with negative ones, the storm frequency 
decreases. Inspection of the yeaH o-year variation of stonn frequency over the 
area indicates that after 1976 the cyclone frequency decreases over the GSL area 
to values below the average and in 1988 and 1989 the frequency increases notably 
when tbe annual weighting of the frrst eigenvector also becomes positive again. 

The annual weighlings of the second eigenvector (Figure 8b) 
exhibit a short time scale of variation from positive to negative values. The figure 
indicates an increase in cyclone frequency over the oceanic zone of the study 
region and a corresponding decrease over the GSL and continental areas for 
positively weighted years. This variation suggests that up to 1977 and from 
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FIGURE i The fIrst (A) and second (8) eigenvector of annual cyclone frequencies. 
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FIGURE 8 Tune variation of the annual wcighting.'l of the fWII (A) and KCOnd (8) cigcnveaon. 

1983 to 1987 the cyclone frequencies declined over the region northward of the 
St. Lawrence River (considering the study zone) and increased over marine 
areas. This conclusion is consistent with the results presented in Fig\lre 5. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on 19 years of data, a storm track climatology of southeastern Canada 
with special attention to the marine waters was presented. The analysis of the 
frequency of cyclones has revealed several noteworthy features involving its 
geographical, seasonal and secular characteristics. Convergence of most major 
eastward moving storms occurs over the study area. The variance in cyclone 
frequency is maximal O\Ier the GSL-Gaspe Peninsula area. Much of this 
varianoe could be explained by the northward (southward) displacement of storm 
tnlcks from southern (northern) storms described by Archibald (1969). It appears 
that this variation is produced by changes in the intensity of the ea~t coast 
baroclinic zone resulting from the Gulf Stream and by shifts in the North 
American long-wave location associated with blocking in the high latitudes as 
suggested by Resio and Hayden (I975). 

Over the study period the annual cyclone frequency for the entire 
area decreased, with the exception of 1988 and 1989 where frequencies increased. 
1llis ftnding is in agreement with the results presented by Zishka and Smith 
(1980) for the period 1950- 1977. Therefore for the slUdy region, it appears that 
there was a general decrease in cyclone frequency from 1950 to 1990. 

A maximum of cyclogenesis was found in the latitude zone 
4()O-42.5° N. A maximum in cyclolysis was found westward of the Gas~ 
Peninsula. T1Us indicates that possibly the orography that characterizes the 
peninsula plays a signifIcant role in blocldng the storm passages, thus 
contributing to the variability of cyclone climatology in the GSL. 
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Zonage du Risque Agroclimatique 
Durant la Saison Froide au Quebec 
Meridional: II-Endurcissement, 
Dechaussement et Prise des Racines 
dans la Glace 

Philippe Rochettel 
et 
Pierre-Andre DuMl 
[Manuscrit re~ Ie 28 octobre 1992; 
en forme revisee Ie 10 juin 19931 

Le but de ceUt elude est I) d'cxprimer, a I'aide de variables climatiques, Ie risque de 
oommage aux plantes perenne!l resultant d'un endurcissement inadequat. du 
d&:luIussemenl el de 18 prise des racines dans Ill. glace, et 2) d'en dermir Ie patron de 
v-.uiation spati.alc au Quebec meridional (Canada). Les causes de dommage identiliees et 
leg variables climatiques choisies pour Its d&:rire ont etc: l'endurcissemmt automnal 

lnadtquut exprime par la duree de la photo¢riode au moment du premier gel aUlonmnl 
CI par l'accumulation de clegrts·froid au-<lessous de 5°C entre Ie debut lIout el 1a date au 
1a tem¢ralure minimale atteint ·IO"e pour III premiere fois; la perle d'endurcisscment 
hive male a primte par les degres-jours au dessus de O"e accumuies au coun; des mois de 

db:embre, janvier et de fmicr; Ie gel printanier des bourgeons exprime par JtS degres
jour'S au-dessus de O"C accumulb entn: Ie premier mars ct Ie demier gel printanicr, clle 
dk:hlll.lSSel11ent et Ia prise des racines dans la glace exprim6 par un iodice integT3m Ie 
r61e de la plme hivemalc, de l'absence de couverture de ncige ct du deiel ruvemal. 

Les cartes de zonage produites ont permis d~ldentirJe:r leli gradients spatiaux de 

l'intcnsitc! de la menace exefcee par chaque cause de dommage. Eilts rendent ainsi 
possible la gtm!:ra1isation a !'ensemble de la zone, des observations :rur les dommages aux 
plan\.eS faites en un point de celie zone. 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to detcnnine the spatial pattern of the climatic risk of 
damage to perennial plants caused by inadequate cold hardiness, soil heaving and ice 
encasement in southern Quc!bec, Canada. The causes of plant damage and the climatic 

I Cemn de recherches sur Its tcnes et Jes ressouroes biologiques, Direction de la recherche, 
AgricullU/'fc Canada, Ottawa (Ontario) KIA 0<.:6. 

2 Dlpa.rtement de phytologie, Faculti de:ilscience5 de l'agricultureet de I'alimentation. Unive~~ 
Laval, Sainte-My (QUHleC) GJ K 7P4 
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variabl~ used to describe their intensity are: the inadequate acquisition o f cold 
hardiness in the fall expressed by the length of photoperiod at the time of the fiNt 
fall frost and by the accumulation of cold degree-days below 5°C between 
August 1st and the first occurrence of an air tcmperature equal to or below 
· 100 C; the loss of cold hardiness during winter expressed by the degree--days 
above OOC accumulated during the winter months; the spring freezing of buds 
expressed by the accumulation of degree--days above we between March 1st and 
the date ~f the last occulTence of spring frost; and soil heaving and ice 
encasement expressed by the integrated effect of rainfall, winter thaw and snow 
cover during the winter months. 

The maps produced show the spatial b'fildients of the climatic risk for each 
cause of plant damage. They permit the generalization of observations OIl plant 
damage in one location to the whole zone to which tbe site belongs. 

INTRoouc n ON 

Les conditions climatiques de la saison froide sont fI!gulierement responsables de 
degat~ imrorlanlS anx plantes perennes au Qnehec merirl ional (Rmwn &. 
Olackbum, 1987). Les causes de dommage sont nombreuses et n'affectent pas 
toutes les plantes avec la meme severite (Sakai & Larcher, 1987). Une etude a 
done ete entreprise afin de definir Ie patron de variation spatiale de ehaque cause 
climatique de dommage au Quebec meridional (Rochette & Dube, 1993). La 
demarche adoptee consiste dans un premier temps a identifier les causes de 
dommage, puis a choisir Ics variables climatiques exprimant I~ntensite de chaque 
cause et fmalement a determiner leur variation spatiale .. L 'action du froid 
hivemal sur les plantes perennes a ete etudiee recemment (Rochette & D ube, 
1993). Le present article presente les resultats relatifs a l'endurcissement 
inadequat des plantes, au d&:h.aussement et a la prise des racmes dans 13 glace. 

R EVUE OF. LllTl'''l.ATUR E 

La survie des plantes suite a leur exposition a de basses temperatures depend de 
leur degre de resistance au froid. Or, la capacite d'acquisition de celte resistance 
est fonetion du stade de leur developpement (Levitt, 1980). Chez la plupart des 
plantes, eHe est maximale aux slades de la dorrnance et de 1a quiescence (Levitt, 
1956). Sous nos latitudes, la rusticite dune plantc perenne est done d'abord 
eonditionnelle a la coIncidence de sa periode de repos avec la saOOn froide (Sakai 
& LaTcher, 1987). 

/rrdllclion de l'endurci.uemelll ataonmal 

A I'automne, les premiers froids peuven! endommager les plantes qui ne soni pas 
encore assez endureies. Or, en conditions naturelles, l'induction de 
\'endurcissement automnal est provoquee, chez les tiges des plautcs \igneuses, par 
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Ie raccoun;issemenl de Ia photoperiode (Weiser, 1970). Howell & Weiser (1970) 
ont observe que les jours courts favorisent I'endurcissement du ponunier mais 
qurtls ne sont pas essentiels A son acclimatation. Sakai & Larchcr (1987) 
considerent loutefois les premiers gels automnau)( comme une pression selective 
importante vis-a-vis des genotypes de plusieurs planles ligoeuscs. En eITcI, unc 
meme esp«X.e peut peupler des milieux OU la longueur de snison san.'I gel est 
differcnte, pnr des genotypes dont les reponses photoperiodiqucs sent approplices 
(Pauley & Iterry, 1954). U est donc imporaam, lOIS de !introduction de cerwlnes 
plames ligneuscs dans un nouveau milieu, de s'assurer de 1.1 concordance entre I~ 
dale ;\ laquelle s'y observent les premiers gels au tomnaux et la r~POl1se 
pholoperiodique de la plante. 

Degre d'endurcissemem automna/ 

Chez 1e.'I plantes herbacees, telles que la luzerne et Its cereales dl1iver, Ie rOle dt 
la photoperiode est secondaire et I'acceleration de l'endurcissemeni coinciderait 
aV(C la bais.se de Ia temperature de rair (Paquin. 1984). WooUcy & Wilsie (1%1) 
ont en effet note une forte correlation entre Ie degr.! d'endurcissement de la 
luzerne et i'accumulation des degres-froid au-dessous de 15,5°e A 10,2 em sous 
la surface du sol. Sakai & Larcher (1987) onl, quant A eux, identifie a 5°e Ie 
scuil de temperature au-dessous duquelles pJantes enlrent dans Ie dewoeme stade 
de leur endureissement. 

Perle d'endurcis.~emem hiverna/e 

En hiver, Its plltntes doni Ie niveau de resiswnce au froid est plus $Cltsiblc aux 
fluctuations de lCmper'dture scronl plus vulnerables (Levin, 1980). Paq(lin (1985) 
a observe, chez certaines plantes fourrageres ci chez les cereales d'hiver cultivees 
au champ, quc la resistance au froid obtcnue ~tail plus grande lorsque les plantcs 
etaienl exposees a des tempCr'dtures plus basses ct plus constantes. De leur cole, 
Gusta & Fowler (1977) ont mis en evidence une baisse de la resistance au froid 
du ble dlliver apres son exposition Ii deux cycles de gcl/degel. Scion Sakai & 
l.archer (1987), la resistance au froid des pJantcs suit les fluctuations de In 
temperature et OOC represenle un seuil general au-dela duquelles plantes 
commencenl a perdre leur endurcissement. L'cxposilion des planles Ii de tclles 
temperatures n'cntralnerait toutefois unc perle de resistance significative que si 
elle survicnl api'Cs la levte de leur dormance waie. Or, cene demiere serail, poo r 
la pJupart des arbres de nos latitudes. tcnninee a la fin du mbis de deccmbre 
(Perry, 1971). Chc2. lcs plantcs herbacees. la dormance vraic, lorsqu'ellc ex.istc, est 
levee plus rapidement el Ics conditions climatiques de decembre doivent aussi etre 
considerees. 
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Endurcissement primanier 

Au printemps, la resistance au froid des bourgeons foliaires et floraux, s11 y a 
lieu, diminue avec leur debourrement. Ces demicrs sont alors d'autant plus 
vulnerables au gel qu"Lls ant aueint un developpement plus avance (Levitt, 1980). 
Les gcls tardifs peuvent done wer la plante entiere au certains de ses organes si 
la reprise de l'activite de la plante est trop hiitive au printemps. A cet effet, 
Rousselle (1983) rapportc une mortalitc variant de 25% A 100o/u des bourgcons 
floraux des pommien; McIntosh dans les vergers Quebecois a 1a suite des geiees 
tardives du printemps de 1981. Sakai & Larcher (1987) ajoutent que les gels 
tardifs printanien; representcnt la plus grande menace du gel pour les plantes 
perennes des zones au climat tcmpere. 

La vitesse de sortie de la phase de quiescence depend avant tout de 
la temperature de l'air chez un grand nombre de plantes. En effel, cette relation a 
ete etablie pour Ie comouiller (Reader, 1975; Kobayashi & Fuchigami, 1983), Ie 
pommier (Anstey, 1966; Bidabe, 1967). Ie lilas (Hickin & Viuum, 1976), 
l'epinette (Cannel & Smith, 1983) et de nombreuses plantes Ii. floraison 
printanicre (White, 1979). Au Quebec, Castonguay et al. (1984) ant mont.rl: que 
les developpements foliaire et floral printaniers de deux chevrefeuilles (Arnold 
Red et Zabel.i) et d\m lilas (Red rhotomagensis) pouvaient etre predits par 
I'accumulation des degrl:s-jours a parur du premier mars. Dans leur etude, la 
temperature scuil pouvait varier entre O"C et 5°C sans engendrer une perte 
significative de precision dans la prOO.iction. 

Prise des racines darls la glace 

La presence de glace dans les champs de plantes fourrageres et de cereales 
pendant l'hiver est souvent associee a une plus grande mortalite ruvemale (Smith, 
1964; Rohweder & Smith, J978; Pomeroy & Andrews, 1.983). L'action nuisible 
de la glare serait de deux ordres. Dune part la glace augmenterait, par sa plus 
faible permcabilite aox gaz., la concentration en C02, en ethanol. en aeide 
laelique et en acelylene (Smith, 1964; Pomeroy & Andrews, 1978; Barta. 1980; 
Suzuki., 1981) a des ruvealLx toxiques pour la plante. O'autre part, par sa grande 
conductibilite thermique, e]le favoriserait la penetration plus profonde du gel 
(Smith, 1975; Paquin, 1984). 

Vasil'yev (1961) affrrme cependant que la seule presence d'une 
couche de glace it la surface du sol ne cause pas de dommages au ble d'hiver 
cultive en contenallt. II a1fU"llle IUcme qu'en absellce de neige, l'isolation prOL'Ulie 
par la couche de glace est preferable a I'exposition directe du sol a I"air ambiant. 
Suzuki (1977), de son cOtc, a mantre que la luzerne pouvait survivre deux mois a 
Ja. presence dune couche de glace de dix centimetres d'epaisseur a la surface du 
sol si ce demier elait garde relativement sec. 
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Paquin (1985), dans une revue des facteurs de mortalite hivemale 
des plantes perennes, explique cette contradiction apparente par la distinction 
entre les situations ou iI y a uniquement une couche de glace a la surface du sol 
et celie oil iI y a prise des mcines dans la glace. Citant ses travaux et ceux de 
Suzuki (1977), il souligne que la seule presence dune couche de glace n'est 
associee it un taux cleve de mortalite qu'en absence d'une couche de neige 
sufftsante, !llors que la prise dans la glace des racines et de la couronne ou du 
collet est presque toujours mortelle. Paquin (1984) ajoute que Ie type de glace, la 
texture et Ie tassement du sol sont egalement des facteurs qui influencent I'action 
nuisible de la presence de glace sur la survie des plantes it l'hiver. 

Les plantes n'ont pas toutes la meme sensibilite a. la prise de leurs 
racines dans la glace. Andrews & Gudleifsson (1983) onl montre que ta fleole des 
pres peut y resister deux fois mieux que Ie ble d'hiver, alors que la difference 
entre leur resistance au froid netail pas aussi importante. D'autrcs consequences 
indirectes de Ja presence de glace peuvel\t contribuer ii augmenter la mortalite 
hive male. En eifet, la prise des mcines du ble d'hiver dans la glace. meme pour 
uue courle periode peut entrainer une baisse de sa resistance au froid (Andrews 
& Pomeroy, 1975). De plus, une couche de glace en surface du sol pennet plus 
facilement au vent de balayer la neige tombCe, augmentant ainsi I'exposition des 
plantes a I'action des basses temperatures de I'air (Vasil'yev, 1%1). 

La presence d 'eau en surface, doni Ie gel subsequent enlmine Is 
formation d'une couche de glace, peut ctre Ie resultat de conditions automnales 
Ires humides et de pluies ou de degels hivernaux (VasiJ'yev, 1961 ; Smith, 1964; 
Ouellet. 1977; Pomeroy & Andrews. 1983). Paquin (1984) souligne cependant 
que la presence dune couche de neige ou dun sol gele au moment de la chute de 
pluie peut rMuire sensiblement I'action nuisible de ceUe demiere. 

DedlOussement 

L'altentance de gels et de dcgels peut causer Ie d6chaussement des plantes 
perennes croissant sur des sols humides lorsque I'epaisseur de la couche de neige 
est insuffisante (Rohweder & Smith, 1975). Scion les conditions du sol et du 
climat, deux types de d6chaussemenl peuvent etre observes. Le premier 
n'implique que Ie souicVt!ment de la plante et rCsulte de la fonnation de cristaux 
de glace $OUS son collet ou sa couronne et autour de ses mcines. On observe ce 
genre de dec.haussement sur les sols lourds dont la couche superficiclle est tres 
humide. Le dcuxieme type de dechaussement est caractense par Ie soulevemenl 
de la couche superficielle du sol qui entraine avec elle la vegetation qu'elle 
supporte. II est generalement cause par un gel severe et rapide suivi dun degel 
lent (Smith, 19(4). 

Les couronnes et les racines des plantes soulevees par Ie 
dechaussement sont ensuite endommagees par leur exposition directe A I'action 
dessechante et gelive de I'air ambiant, Seion Rohweder & Smith (1978), les 
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plantes a mcines pivotantes comme la luzerne sont plus susceptibles au 
dec.haussemcnt que celles ayant un systeme radlculaire fasacule comme les 
grammees. 

Plusieurs chercheurs ont identille Ie dechaussement comme une 
cause de mortalit~ hivemale de la luzerne au Qu~bcc (Ouellet, 1977; Pesant ct 
al., 1978). Pesant et al. {1978} ont rIDs en iumiere, pour Ie Quebec, une 
correlation entre la mortalit~ de la luzerne par dcchaussement d'une part et 
"abondance de pluie hivemale et la faible couverture de neise d'autre pari, Les 
conditions favorisant Ie dechaussement des plantes herbacees sont done fort 
scmblables a celles conduisant a la prise de leuis manes dans la glace. 

Cette revue des causes de dommage associecs a un endurcissement 
inadequat des plantes, au dec.bal.lSSement et a la prise des racines dans la glace a 
pennis de preciser les conditions climatiques qui favorisent leur occurence. Le 
choix des variables climatiques cxprimam la menace que represenle chacune de 
res causes sur les plantes perennes tiendra compte de celie information. 

M.A:rf>RIEL ET M£THODES 

Le territoire couvert par cette etude est celui ou se pratique I'agriculture dam la 
province de Quebec (Canada). les observations meteorologiques joumalieres 
utilisees ont etc celles de la temperature minimale et maximale de J'air de meme 
que celles des precipitations SOllS forme de neige el de pJuie. L'etude a porte sur 
une periode de II ans (1972 a 1982), et plus de 200 stations du reseau 
elimalologique du Minislcre de l'Environnemenl du Quebec ont ete utilisees 
(figure I). 

Co/cuI des variables climatiques 

Les variables ont ete ealculees pour ehaque saison froide. L'annee elimatologique 
concernant une saison froide donnee s'etend du premier aoOt au 31 juillet de 
l'annee suivante. La longueur de la photoperiode a ele identifiee au nombre 
dbeures d'ensoleillement theonque et a ete ealculee a l'aide d'un programme 
eon~ a cene fin par Audet (1975). Le calcul des degrts-jou~ et des degres-froid 
joumaliers intervenant dans la determination de plusieurs variables a etc fait a 
"aide dune approche sinusOidale. L'a1gorithme choisi a ete celui developpt par 
Watanabe (1978) et n'exige que la eonnaissance des temperatures minimale et 
maximale jouma1ieres. La cartographie a etc realisec a I'aide du logiciel 
"SYMAP" (Dougenik & Sheenan, 1975). 

Indices de symhese agroclimarique 

La pJupart des causes de dommages peuvent etre expriffiees a I'aide dune seule 
variable climatique. Leur expression est done facile et directe. Le dechaussement 
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el Ia prise des racines dans la glace sont pour leur part associes a plusicurs 
variables climatiques. leur expression nece.ssilc done la delennination de la 
resultante de I'action individueUe de cbaque variable elimatique impliquee. Dans 
cetle etude, Ie ealcul de celie rCsultanle a ete fait a I'aide dun indice de synthe.se 
agroclimatique. Cel indice ne donne pas 1a valeur absolue r6elle de Imtensite de 
la cause de dommage a une station donnee mais en perroet une mesure relative 
par rapport a d'autres endroits. 

est: 

ou: 

L'expression de '~ndice de synthese agroclimntique a chaque ~tation 

" {dJ = La;Vjj 
F ' 

IdJ = indice de l'intensite relative de la cause de dommage a la 
station "j"; 

n = nombre de variables climatiques utilisees; 
Vij = valeur transfomlee de la Variable climatique "i" a Ja station "j"; 

ai = coefficient ponderant Ie role joue par la variable "i" dans 
I'expression de l'intensite de la cause de dommage. Il satisfait la 
condition: 

" ka,=1 
"' 

Transformation des variables 

les variables climatiques ont ete transfonnees dans Ie double but d'eliminer 
l'effet dO. a leurs unites de mesure differeJltes et d'cxprimer I'eifel particulierement 
important des conditions climatiques cxlremes sur 1a survie a l'hiver. La 
transfonnation est effectuee de la f~n suivante: 

ou: 

ct 

V;J= E+M 

E = Eij- Eimin 
Eimax- Eimln 

M = M ij-M imin 
Mima,.-Mimin 

EiJ = valeur extreme (minimalc au maximale) prise par la variable 
"i" sur la periode Ctudiee a la station "j", et correspondant a sa 
contribution maximale a l'interu;ite de la cause de donunage; 

Eimin = plus petit EiJ dans l'ec.bantiUon de stations; 
Eir,1!iX = plus grand Eij dans l'tchantillon de stations; 
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Mij = valeur moyenne de la variable ;oi" sur la periode etudiee a la 
station "j"; 

Mimin = plus petit Mij dans I'tchantillon de stations; 
Mimll.~ = plus grand MiJ dans I'eehantillon de stations. 

Les vaJeurs moyenne et extremes des variables au cours de la periode ewdiec 
som d'abord identifiees a chaque station et la valeur minimale prise par chacun 
des parametres dans ['eehantillon de stations leur est soustraite. Les differences 
obtenues sont ensuite divisees par I'&:art maximal observe dans Ie meme 
echantiUon. Les valeurs de "E" et "M" varient done de 0 a I Sllr I'ensemble des 
stations. Au bcsoin, elles oot ete ajustkes de la fa~n suivante: 

E = I(E - 1)1 ,I M = I(M - 1)1 

afin de faire correspondre la station ou l'intensite de 1a cause de dommage cst la 
moins forte a 0 et cclle au elle I'est Ie plus a I. Elles rcpresentcnt done la position 
relative de Ia mesure de chaque station par rapport aux valeurs moyennes et 
exlri:mes observees dans l'ensemble des stations. La moyenne des deux fractions 
est ensuitc ealeulec et constitue la valeur transformee des variables (Vij). Dans 
notre etude de zonage des conditions agroclimatiqt.tes du Quebec meridional, les 
valeurs extremes (E) ont ete coosiderees en r.:tison de l'influence d'evenemcnts 
e.'«:eptionels sur Ie choix dUne culture percnne en un endroit. 

L'estimation de l'indice It! pose Ie problcme de la ponderation de 
l'importance du role joue par chaque variable climatique dans l'expression de 
I'intcnsi (~ relative de ces causes de dommage. L ~mportance de la contribution 
d'une variable d'entree "j" dans la determination d'un indice est cxprimee par Ie 
coefficient "ai". NollS avons tcntc de reduire a son minimum Ie role de la 
subjcctivite dans ces prises de decision en tenant compte des observations, des 
opinions et des tesultats publits par Its cherchcurs oeuvranl dans Ie domaine de 
I'agrometeorologie et de I'ecophysiologie vegetale. 

R6S ULTATS F..T DISCUSSION 

Induction de f'endurcissemcllt autumnal 

"L..e nombre d'heures d'ensoleillement potcntiel au momcO! du premier gel 
autolTlnal" (PHOTO) a ete rclcnu pour decrire la severile des conditions relatives 
a l'induction de l'endurcissement automnal des plantes ligncuscs. Cc parametre 
varie de f390n importante dans Ie territoire. etudie (figure 2). 11 passe, en eITet, de 
11 ,1 heures sur !'ile de Montreal a 14,2 heurcs dan.~ certaines parties de l'Abitibi, 
du L.ae St-Jean, des Laurcntides et des Appalaches. Les plantes ligneuses dont 
J"mduction de l'endurcissement automnal depend dun signal photoperiodique 
sont done plus e.'(posCes a des dommages causes par les premiers gels automnaux 
dans les regions plus eloignees de la vallee du St-Laurent. L ~nnuence de l'inerlie 
themlique des masses d'eau comme Ie St-Laurcot sur Ie patron de variation 
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spatiwe est tres nette. n est egwement possible que Iilot de chaleur urbain 
caracteristique des agglomerations urbaincs importantes joue lin role significatif 
dans la determination des conditions de l'ile de MonlrCal. 

Nalls n'avons pas trollve d'etudes ou elaienl delerminees les lon
gueurs critiques de photoperiode auxquelles I'endurcissement all tomoai de 
diverses planles ligneuses ttait induit. Des travaux onl d'ailleurs demontre 
que eette longueur pouvail varier de rayOn tmportante entre les genotypes d\lOe 
meme esp~ (Pauley & Perry, 1954). 11 nous cst done impossible d'utiliscr 
immCdiatement l'infonnation de la figure 2 dans Ie but d'cstimer les limilcs 
d'adaptation de certaines plantes aux conditions automnalcs qui prevalent au 
Quebec. La connais!>ance de ces dernieres permet toutefois d~dentifier les regions 
au les gels automnaux hl1tifs sont les plus susceptibles de causer des dommages 
nux plante5 Iigncuses. 00 pcut allssi deduire, du succes d'adaptation d'une plante 
a ce stress dans une zone, sa resistance a cetle m€!Rle cause dans une zone 
inferieure. Ce zonage pourra egalcment perrnettre I'uti lisation pratique immediate 
des cx.igences d'une plante donnec des qu'elJes auront ete determintes 
experimentalement. 

Degre d 'endurcissem ent amon/nal 

L.e degre d'endurcissement automnal atleint par les plantes perenlles, en UII 

endroit donne, a ere associe a leur exposition a des froids d'in t.ellsite moyenne 
avant l'arrivCe de tem¢ratures potentiellemenl dommageables. Nous avons done 
ehoisi '"'I 'accumulation de degres.froid au-dessous de 5°C entre Ie premier aolit et 
1a date ou ta temperature minimale atteint - IOOC pour la premiere fois" (DFA), 
comme la variable climatique exprimant Ie degre d'endurcissement re1atif permis 
par Ie climat au tomnal d'un endroit donne. Le zonage de ce pardmetre est 
prescnte a la fib'1lre 3. 

Les degres-froid passent de 87 unites dans les Laurentides au nord 
de Montreal, ou ils sont les mains abondants, a un maximum de 152 sur la cote 
gas¢5iennc du golfe St-Laurent. La plaine dll St-Laurent et les Appalaches sont 
caracll~risees par des conditions pres de la moycnne provinciale. On y observe 
cependant certaines enclaves ou les conditions sont relativement moins favorables. 

La region des Laurentides est celie OU Je ·refroidissement est Ie plus 
rapide et ou les plantes beneficient des pires conditions d'endurcissement all 
Quebec meridional. Or, celie region est aussi parmi ceUes qui subissent Its froids 
hivemaux Its plus intenses (Rochette et Dubt, 1993). La combinaison de ces 
deux conditions fa it done, de cette region, un territoire ou Ie risque de dommage 
par Ie froid hivernal est particulieremenl eleve. 

Perle d'endurciS.ftment l1ivernalc. 

Le potentiel du climat dun endroit a aifecter Ie niveau de resistance au froid des 
arbrcs et des plames herbactes durant l'hiver a ete rcspectivemcnt cx;prime par 
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"Ies degres-jours au dessus de O"e accumules au coms des mois de janvier el de 
fevrie r" (DEG-l) et "ceux accumules de decembre a ftvrier" (DEG-II). La 
variation spatiale des deux sommations s'est averee identique et est presemee a la 
figure 4. 

La majcurc partie du territoire etume est relativement peu 
susceptible de connaitre des degels significatifs durant la saison froide. En cffci, 
seules la plaine de Montreal et 1a region des Appalaches au sud de la 8eauce 
connaissent, en moyenne, des degels relativement plus importants. Les valeurs 
moyennes des variables DEG-l et DEG-U y atteignent re.~pectivement un 
maximum de 33,5 et 55 unites alors qu'cllcs sont negligeables en Abitibi-
Temiscamingue. . 

Endurcissement printo/tier 

l..e risque de dommage aux planles associe a un gel tardif printanier a ele 
exprime par la moyenne des "degres-jours au-dessus de ooe accumules entre Ie 
premier mars et Ie demier gel printanier" (D1P). La variation spatiale de ce 
parametre est presentee it la figure 5. 

Les degres-jours accurnules varieol beaucoup dans Ie terrilQire SOlIS 
etude. Us passent d'environ 200 uniles sur la rive sud du St-Laurent en aval de 
Quebec a pillS de 500 en Abitibi-Temiscamingue, au nord-est du lac St-Jean, 
dans les Laurentides au nord de Montreal et a certains autres endroits des hautes 
teITes des Appalaches. Leg roles joues par l'inertie thermique de la masse d'eau 
du fleuve St-Laurent et par Ie relief de sa vallee sonl encore ici tees evidents. On 
observe, en eITel, un nel gradient perpendiculaire a l'axe du fleuve. 

l.e zonage produit presente plusicuJS points communs avec ce1ui 
propose par Langlois (1985) pour les risque.~ de gels printartiers des bourgeorui 
des pommiers au Quebec. En effel. les zones a plus faibl e risque identifiees par 
Langlois correspondent assez bien avec celles de plus raible accumulation de 
degres-jours printaniers au dessus de We. Ainsi, la delimitation de la zone J, 
tout jusle au sud de Quebec, de meme que les influences du lac St.-Pierre et du 
tleuve St~Laurent se retrouvent sur les deux cartes. Les zones de plus grand 
risque de dommages printaniers aux pornmiers suivent egalement d'assez pres 
celles de plus forte accumulation de degres-jours we. langlois suggere 
cependant un patron beaucoup moins unirorme pour les regions du lac SI-Jean 
et de l'Abitibi-Temiscamingue, de meme qu'un gradient plus faible dans les 
Appalaches au sud-est du St-Laurent entre Quebec et 1a frontiere americaine. 

Dechaussemem et prise des raeines dans la glace 

NOllS avons choisi les vaieurs moyennes de '"Ia hauteur de precipitations sous 
forme de pluie pour la saison fro ide(decembre, janvier et femer)" (PLHI), de '1a 
sommation des degres-jours au dessus de we accumules entre Ie debut du mois 
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de decembre et la fin du mois de remer" (OEG-ll) et de '"Ia difference entre la 
duxee de la periode de froid et Je nombre de jours d'enneigement" (ONF) 
(Rochette et Dubt, 1993) comme etant les variables permettanl de represenler Ie 
mieux les conditions influen!Jant les dommages causes aux plantes herbacees par 
Ie d&:haussemenl et la prise de leurs racines dans la glace. L ~ntensite de ces 
causes de dornmage a ete e.xprimee par Ie merne indice (ld) impliquant les 
variables DEG-U, PLHI et ONE On ajuge, que la pluie et Ie degel hivernaux 
ont un eITet d'importance semblable favonsant ces causes de domrnage et que 
I'absence dune couverture de neige au sol a un eITet approximativement egal a la 
somme des deux premicrs dans I'expression du phenomene. Les valeurs des "at" 
affedes aux variables OEG-II, PLHI et DNF ant done ete respectivement de 
0,25, 0,25 et 0,5. 

La variation spatiale de la pluie ruvemale (PLUtE) est presentee a 
la figure 6. On y distingue deux regions de plus forte precipitation. Ce sont celles 
de Montreal et celie de la pointe de la Gaspesie ou la valeur moyenne de pluie 
alteim jusqu'a 88 mm. Les regions de l'Abitibi-Temiscamingue et du lac St-Je-an 
sont, au coO!raire, celles au la pluie hive male est la plus faible (8 mm). 

Le lonage de I~ntensite relative des phenomenes de dechaussement 
et de prise des racines dans la glace est presente a [a figure 7. La region de la 
plaine de Montreal s'y revele ctre celie au la menace est la plus grande pour les 
plantes herbacees. Ce resultat est en accord avec les observations faites par 
Pesant el aI. (1 978) et Paquin (1985), sur les dommages causes a la luzernc par Ie 
dechausscment. 

La rive sud du golfe SI-Laurent, de Riviere-du-Loup a la pointe de 
1a Gasp(:sie, est la region la moins susceptible d'etre touchee par Ie 
dechaussement ou la prise des ead nes dans la glace. La difference entre Ie nord 
et Ie sud de la Gaspesie est principalement due it I'abondance des pluies 
hivemHtes clans 1;1 P<l rti e. meridionale. 

Selon Paquin (1984), Ies conditions les plus favombles Ii 
I'observation du dechaussement sont celles ou des ex.ces d'eau sont presents a la 
surface dun sol sans couverture de ncigc, lorsque surviennent les premiers froids 
importants de 111iver. L'absence de donnees annuelles sur la couverture de neige 
pour l'ensemble de la periode consideree et I"tmpossibilite d'estimer correctement 
Ie contenu du sol en eau it cette pl!:riode de l'annee nous ant cependant empeches 
de considerer ce scenario pour exprimer I'action du dechausscment sur les 
plantes herbacees. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ceue etude avait pour but de definir les nsques climatiques de dommages aux 
plantes percnnes relatifs a un endurcissernent inadequat, de meme qu'au 
dechaussement et la prise des racines dans la glace. Les zonages produits 
presentent la variation spatiale de l'intensite relative (entre stations) du risque 
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de dommagc associc a chaque cause climatique. lis pennettent de comparcr dans 
I'espace la menace exercec par chaque cause de dommage. L'etude a egalement 
permis onc mesure plus absolue des conditions agroclimatiques associees a 
certaines causes de dommage. C'est Ie cas de la perte d'endurcissement 
printaniere pour laquelle la reponse du developpement des bourgeons au 
rechauffement de I'air a etc deflnie chez de nombreuses especes et du degre 
d'endurcissement automnal dont 1a correlation avec I'exposition a des fraids 
mode res a egalement ete etudiee quantitativement. 

Un indice de syntMse agroclimatique a ete propose pour 
I'estimation de l'intensiti relative de la menace de dommage exercee par Ie 
dechaussement et 1a prise des racines dans la glace. Ces causes de dommage ne 
peuvenl et.rc associees a une seulc variable climatique et la ponderation du rl)le 
joue par chaque variable impliquee a ete etablie a la IUnllere des res)..Iltats 
experimentaux pubties. CeUe demarche a 1a faiblesse de reposer sur une 
appreciation quantitative d'observations nonquantitatives. Son utilisation a 
cependant pennis de proposer, pour la premiere fois, une mesure de l'intensite de 
la menace exercee par Ie decbaussement et la prise des racines dans la glace et de 
leur variation spatiale au Quebec meridional. 
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AIlSTRACI 

The hydrometoorologicaJ zoning of the savanna bell of Nigeria for m!lize cultivation was 
attempted in this study using regression and cluster amuysiol. The result of the regression 
analysis of moisture variables with mai7,c yield showed that the critical 
hydrorneteorological indices for the growth of maize are intcrdiumal variability of rainfall 
during the establishment stage, evaponltjon during the vegetative stage, mean length of 

dry spells and total rainfall during the grain fllling stage. and relative humidity during the 
ripening stage. 

Emerging from the results of the cluster analysis are 4 hydrometeoroiogical zones of 
different potential for maize cultivation in the savanna belt of Nigeria. The potential 
hydrometeorologlcal zones vary with latitude up to lOON, beyond which they follow lines 
of longitude. 

A comparison between the potential hydromeleorological zones and the present 
cropland under maize in the study area showed a marked disparity. This dispari ty is more 
glaring in the southern halF of the study a%l where oopditions are favourable for the crop. 
Thus wh.ile spatial expansion of the cropland under mai7.e in the southern half of thc area 
is quite feasible up to lOON, 8uch an endeavour is not encouraging in area~ beyond 

lat itude IO"N. Rather, intensive cultivntion of drought res istant and extra early maturing 
cultivars: should be cncourdged. Generdlly good maize yield can be achieved by adopting 
appropriate agronomic practices such as mulching and irrigation in the area. 

On a amorce l'ttude du zollage hydro~!~orologique des cultures de mais dans la reglOn 
de saY-dne du Nigeria, a I'aide de regression ct d'analyse de groupemcnl. Les rt$ultats de 
l'analyse de regression des variables d"umidi te cn ronction du rendement des cultures de 

rna'is indiquent que les indices critiques affectan! la croissance du mats sont la variabilite 
journalierc de pluic durant Ie stade de l'elablissement, I'evaporation durant Ie Made de 

veg~tation, la duric moyennc de la secheresse et les precipitations totales durant Ie stade 
de la m:lIuration de I'epi el l'bumidite relative durant Ie stade du mflrissement. 
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A partir des resultalS de I'analyse de groupement, on a identilie 4 zones 
hydrometeorologiques avec des potenticls differenl';, pour la culture du mal's dans la 
region de savane du Nigtria. I.e potcnticl des zones hydromcteorologiques varie en 
fonction de Ia latitude jusqu'au 10" Net, selon la longitude, au-delit de ce pamllelc. 

Si I'on compare Ie polentiel des zones hydrometeorologiques it l'etendue actuelle des 
cultures de mrus dans la 1.one etudite, on observe des inegalites marquees, Ces inegalitu 
soot encore plus frappantes dans la partie sud de la region etudi6c ou les conditions sont 
favombles a celie culture. Bien qu'il soil faisable d'accroitre I'etenduc dela culture du mais 
dans la parlie sud de la rl:gion,jusqu'au 10" N, on ne tecommande pas une telle initiative 
au-dehl du 10" N de latitude. On devrait plutol encoumger Ia culture intensive d'espi:ce5 
lisistantes a la secheresse et d'esp&:es passMant une maturation Iris rapide. 
Generalement, on peut obtenir de bOllnes recoltes de mail; en adoptant des methodes 
agronomiques convenables camme Ie paillage et l'irrigation, daIL~ Ia region. 

INTRODUCTION 

According to Whitmore (1957) farmi ng potentialities of any area tend to be 
determined not SO much by favour'c1.blc as by the adverse or restrictive qualities of 
the agroclimatic environmenl. It is therefore not surprising that 
al,'Tometeoroiogical literature in the tropics has, over the past few decades, 
become replete with the assessment of the influence of hydrometeorological 
factors (rainfall, evaporation and relative humidity) on agriCUlture. Among 
research endeavour in these areas are those of Robinson and Glover (1954); 
Dagg (1965 and 1970); Ogumoyinbo (1%7); Kowal and Andrews (1973); High 
et. al. (1973); Detlief Schreiber (1981); Jatzo1d (198 1); Wolfgang (1981); Olaniran 
(1983) and Bello (1987), 

Plants germinate, blossom and ripen in different phases according 
to seasons and not according to the calendar (Sanderson, 1957). But it is 
observed that using the calendar year as the basic unit of data analysis 
pertaining to the influence of hydrometeorological variables on crop growth 
tends to dominate research work done in agrometeOrology in Nigeria (Ojo, 1970; 
Oyebande and Oguntoyinbo. 1970; Igeleke, 1974; Odumodu, 1983]. Most of 
such studies lack detailed quantitative characterization of the agroclimatic 
environment for agricultural production. Consequently, attempts at climatological 
classification for agricultural land use planning and zoning of crops have failed . 
For instance, despite the technological advancement in crop husbandry, cases of 
crop failure and poor yields, particularly in the savanna belt of Nigeria, have 
become an annual phenomenon. III order to avert this situation, the plant 
environment has to be adequately defined in terms of the critical 
hydrometeorological factors for crop production. 
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Based on the foregoing, the aims of this study are: 
(i) to determine the critical hydromelcorologicaJ indices for the 

growth of maize during the different phenological stages in the 
difTerent climatic regions of the savanna belt of Nigeria and 

(iJ) using the resuJts in (i) above, to derive an optimal zoning of the 
area for the growth of maize. 

This study focuses on maize because it is an important multi
purpose crop for man and livestock (Miracle, 1966; Agbola, 1979), and also 
because maize plays an important role by filling the food gap during the hunger 
season occurring between the end of the food stocks of the previous season and 
the harvest of local sorghum and millet in Nigeria (falum 1971 , nTA maize 
research programme annual report. 1983- 1985). More specifically. maize is the 
only food crop that can be planted and harvested twice in a given year and is 
also normally the earliest food crop that can be harvested after the beginning of 
the wet seoson in a given year in Nigeria. Thus maize plays a role in reducing the 
length and severity of food shortage that may be caused by insufficient reserves 
carned over from the previous season. 

The savanna belt of Nigeria lies between latitudes 6°58'_I3°N and 
longitudes 3° _14° E (Fig. I). Soils of sandy surface horizon underlain by weakly-
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developed clayey, mottled and occasionally concretionary sub soils (Ferruginous 
Tropical Soils) cover the most extensive parts of the savanna belt of Nigeria 
(Agbola, 1979). 

Thus for most parts of the savanna belt of Nigeria, a dry spell of 
more than.5 days will dry out the lOP soil and therefore conSUtutes a threat to 
crop yields. 

The region receives abundant insolation (425 eal em-2day-l) and 
therefore temperatures and photo periods (day length) are high throughout the 
year. The mean month.ly temperature varies between 25 28"C while average 
annual photo period is between 12.0- 12.5 hours per day. 

Fig. 2 shows the climatic classification of the area into moisture 
adequacy regions (Ayoadc, 1973). lbc index of moisture adequacy is a measure 
of moistnes.<; of an area. But these moisture adequacy regions for the brmwth of 
specific crops are yet to be adequalely defined. Thus this study auempts to 1.one 
the savanna belt of Nigeria into potential hydrometcorological regions for the 
growth of maize. By relating the results of this study to the present land use 
under maize, we shall be able to ascertain whether optimal use is being made of 
arable land or whether there is the possibility for spatial (:J(pansion. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

(a) Type and Source of Dala 

Meteorological and mai7..e yield data are utilized in this study. The 
meteorological data utilized are rainfall, pan evaporation and relative humidity 
which are together referred to as hydrometeorologica1 indices. The maize yield 
data utilized are the grain yield of maize (kg/ ha). Both the meteorological and 
mai1..e yield data were collected for a period of 20 years (1971- 1990), the longest 
period for which consistent records of maize yield and meteorological data are 
available simultaneously at all stations (Fig. I). The data for each of the stations 
shown in Fig. I -were obtained from the Institute of Agricultural Research, 
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria and Nigerian Meteorological Office 
headquarters. Oshodi. that used to coordinate and collect local agricultural data 
and weather information from the agrometeorological stations shown in Fig. I. 
Furthennore, in order to be able to process the data into phenological stages, 
information on calendar of maize farming (planting and harvesting dates and 
length of each phenological stage) was also utilized. It should be noted that the 
dates of planting and harvesting are not the same for all the stations. nus is due 
to the variation in the onset of the rains. However the duration of growth of the 
maize cultivar studied does not vary. thus the phenological time scale is constant. 
For instance the establishment stage which covers 20 days from planting date 
applies to all the stations. 

(b) Data Processing 

The raw data for each growing season at each station were fIrst 
processed using the phenological stages of maize as the basic time scale. The 
phenological stages of the maize cultivar studied (high-yielding late maturing 
culliv.U' with a growing period of about 135 days) are: 

(i) the establishment stage (includes the periods of germination and 
emergence of seeds to the time of jointing when two nodes can be seen, 
thai is, the beginning of shooting). This covers about 20 days from 
planting date. 

(ii) vegetative period covering 35 days (periods of shooting, that is, stage of 
elongation of internodes and increase in leaf numbers). 

(iii) flowering stage of a period of 25 days (divided into periods of tasseling 
and silking which are the times of appearance of male and female flowers 
respectively). 

(iv) g.-ain filling stage extending (or a period of 35 days (time of grain 
development from fertilization) and 

(v) ripening stage covering 20 days (period of enlargement of grains to the 
nomlal grain size of the cultivar). 
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Rainfall data were not only processed in tenns of total amount 
received during each phenological stage but also into interdiumal variability and 
mean length of dry -spells. According to Nicuwolt (1972) the interdiumal 
variability of rainfall is the sum of the absolute values of the differences between 
consecutive daily rainfall totals. The relative value of interdiurnal variability of 
rainfall is known as the interdiurnal variability inuex (lVI). This index relates the 
interdiumal variability to the total rainfall recorded during the same perid. The 
TVI (%) is computed according to the formula 

IVI ~ ~, X 100 .. ...•.. . equ ( I) 

where 
VIs = interdiumal variability of rainfall during the reference period(s) 

(s = phenological stage) 

and it is the sum of the absolute values of the difference between consecutive 
daily rainfall (mm) recorded during the reference period. 

TRs = Total rainfall (mm) during the same period(s) under relerence. 
2 = a constant factor because daily amounts of rainfall are 

considered twice in the process of computing Vis. 

According to Nieuwolt (1972), an IVI of 100% indicates the max.imum possible 
variabili ty of rainfall. Thu.<: the lower the TVI at a place, the higher the 
consistency of rainfall. 

Usually, in the rain-fed agricultural tropics, a value of 2mm of 
rainfall defines a rain day. According to Oliver (1972) 2mm of rain is the 
minimum threshold required to meet the evaporative demand of thc 
atmosphere. Nieuwolt (1977) noted tbat daily rainfalls of less than 2mm are 
insignificant in warm climates as such small amounts largely evaporate before 
infiltrating into the soil. 

According to Olarumn (1983) a dry spell of 5 or more days could 
dry out the top soil and constitute a hazard to physiological growth of field 
crops. Thus in this study a dry spell is defined as a consecutive period of 5 da~ 
or more, each with less than 2mm of rainfall. The mean length of dry spells (Ld) 
during each phenological stage is expressed according to Oliver (1972) as 

where 

122 

Ld ~ ILili 
2:fi (days) . .•.... cqu. (2) 

Ld = average length of dry spells (days) 
Li = length of spell (days) 
fi = frequency of length of spell. 
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(c) Data Analysis 

Regression and cluster analysis are used in this study. Simple 
regression analysis was fJISt done for each of the selected stations in order to 
determine the statistically critical hydrometcorological parameters for maize 
growth. The variables used for the simple regression analysis are lata] rainfaJl 
(mm), interdiurnal vcUiability of rainfall (%), mean length of dry spells (days), 
evaporation (mm) and relative humidity (%). Because of the need to &l.1:rtaiu the 
wonh of the critical hydrometeorological variables for util ization in the cluster 
analysis for the purpose of zoning, the combined effect of these parameters on 
maize yield was next investigated for each station using the multiple regression 
techniques. However, only the hydrometeorological indices that were each 
significantly correlated with maize yield at a minimum of 95% probability level 
in at least 2 different climatic regions or 50% of the selected stations were 
included in the multiple regression analysis. Similarly such variables were 
utili7,.OO in the cluster analysis. Good discussions of cluster analysis method as a 
tool of regionalization or zoning have been made by Gower (1961), Cole and 
King (1970), Anderherg (1973), Rohif (1973) and Everitt ( 1974). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results of the simple regression analysis have been summarised as presented 
in Table I, while the results of the multiple regression are presented in Table 2. 

(l) Establishmem Stage 

Table I shows that mean length of dry spells during the establishment stage is 
significantly correlated with maize yield at the 90% probability level in all 
climatic regions whilst interdiumal variability of rainfall was found to be 
significantly correlated with maize yield at the 95% probability level in tbe 
humid and at 99% level in the dry subhumid and semi arid climates. 

The significant negative correlation between maize yield and 
interruurnal variability of rainfall during the establishment stage inclicates that the 
lower the intercliumaJ variability of rainfall (or in other words, with a reliable 
onset of the rains and fair clistribution of rainfall) the higher the yield of maize. 
It should be noted that low interdiumal variability of rainfall implies regular 
occurrence of rainfall, and therefore availability of water needed for the 
developmmt of better root system and growth of maize during this stage (Semb 
and Gerbers, [969). 

On the other hand the significant negative correlation between 
maize yield and interdiumal variability of rainfall can be interpreted to mean 
that the higher the interdiumal variability of minfall during the establishment 
stah'C, the lower is the maize yield. This should not be surprising because a high 
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TABLE I Summary of the Resull of Co=lation BeIWlletl Maize Yield and li )'dromctcorological 
Varillbles for Different Phenological Stages of Maize in 100 SawIIlla Bell of Nigeria 

Uydrumoltw_ -r~ SIf# Vlri.bln LtwI or SiptiftC&l1Cl: Ind Cllm.rit Rtgian 

ESTAOLISHMENT 
STAG~ T R 

VEGE'rATIVE 
STAGE 

FI.OWERING 

OItJ\IN FILLING 

IVR 

MLDS 
E 
RH 

TR 
IVR 
MI.DS 
E 
RR 
TR 
IVR 
MLDS 

E 
RR 

STAGE TR 
IV R 
MLilS 
E 
RH 

RIPENfNG STAGE. TR 
IV R 
MLilS 
E 
RH 

NOI.Signifocant 
9S% in bu..oo ar>d moisl-lrub-humid ctima~ 
iJ9% in omlHUid and Dry sub-humid dimau. 
90% ;n all ctima,Lic reJ;ions 
Not sign;flalnt 
Not ";gtUlicant 

Not signif!rotlt 
90% ill 01. dilDllliI: reglo", 
Nol sitni(lClIlil 
95% in all climatic Je9011S 
Not signifIClIOt 

95% ;n all dimatio: rqioos 
Not ligOirw.ant 
909Ii in humid and rnoi:.l $ub-hl<m)d cI;mal<: 
9S% in 8CIRi-arid and Dry .Iub-<1l1mld climate 
Nnl .'~'IIiflC'~nt 
NI.oI sign.r~'nt 

9Q% in aU clin'mtic rogitln'l 
No! 5ignifICam 
95% in oil tJim~ rqioos 
Not signifICant 
Not i igniGcanl 

NOI JigIlificant 
Not l ignir.<:anl 
Not ~ignificanl 
Not ",JUrlCa .. t 
9S% in humid, me;,t and Dry ""b-humid C~male 
90% in 9tJlIi-arid dimat<= 

TR - T<>W R."'fall E _~, 
[VII. '" tMl:tdiumAl vario'ot1i1y <If nlinfall 
MLl>S = /oj..., ILt1I;I!o <If O'1Speilo Rif ~ Re\aIJve Huffoid;l)' 

Ty,,", or 
IWl tionsbip 

Positive 

N~g>I!tvc 

NegLIti...e 
Ntt\IIl'vc 
Pus;ti"" 

NeK"u", 
Ntgalivc 
Nol:"uve 
Negative 
l'tIiiriv.

f>osiuYe 
Ntgatiw 

i'I~1ivc 
Ncgati"" 
Poiiti.,.., 

l'mitl ... 
PoIJitM 
Ntgal~ 
NtgllhVC 
Posit; .... 

Ncgativt 
Negative 
Nqati.,.., 
Posiuve 
Negative 

interdiumal variability of rainfall is often associated with high evaporative 
demand and the drying out of the lOp soiJ which Olaniran (1983) emphasized as 
detrimental to the survival of the crop seedlings, For the same reason a higher 
significant negative correlation between interdiurnal variability of minfall and 
maize yield during the establiShment stage occurred in the arid than in the 
humid climatic regions of the savanna belt of Nigeria. This indicates that the 
drier the climate the higher the adverse effects of the inlerdiurnai vmiability of 
rainfall (In Ihc est.."lblishment of maize seedlings and then the ultimate yieltl . 

Furthermore the significant negative correlation between maize 
yield and mean length of dry spells indicates fhat inadequate moisture supply 
due to the persistence of dry spells is detrimental to the physiological growth of 
maize during the establishment stage. 
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TABLE 2 Proportion of the Variation in Mau.e Yicld Cj(pillined by the Critical 
Hydrometeorological Indices during Ilk differenl l'henological Stagt'li in the different Oirnalic 
Regioos of the Sa\lllnna Belt of Nigeria 

Imrid' ...... 1 
\ ,rillbiUI)' or Mean~h To",1 Man ungth Rda!;", 

Rainfall Evaporation of Dry Sprllll Rainf. H 01 o.y Sptl~ Humidity 
Outlna tb~ [)urin& 1M Durin« tile Dun", the Durinc the Durin& tbe AIlE ........ '" 

r.. ... blb;b ...... t V"llffil1We ""''''' -. GNin FilIinc RI ..... c :':":r' 
Cti ...... St,H,,,, Stqe(%) Stage (%) Slatt' (%) Sfqt'{%l S",»&(%) Stat:t (~) :%lR 
HUM ID 
Y.- 4~.2 10 I,' 11.5 ,,' '.S '" MOIST 
SU811UMII) 

M""'''' 47.1 ... I.S 11.0 '" " 11.5 
LoIroja 45.8 ',' '" 12.5 1.S '.1 75.9 
Klibba "" 1S I.' 11.3 "S I., ".S 
1- 47.9 '" 1.0 tJ.1 1.0 1.0 13.4 ,- 56,' 2,0 1.1 Ul.S 8' 1.2 71.6 
MokWl< 56' 2.S 1.0 11.3 S,' 1.0 119 
1>1;0111> " ,1 20 1,3 10.1 " 1,1 7(.9 
J~ .... ' .1 1,0 122 '" 20 1il.1 
ORY 
SU8HUM[t) 

"" ".3 1.1 I.' 'S 3.2 0.' 81.1 
NcwU_ 65.2 ,. lj , .. '.1 0,' 82.6 
YdWII 65.S ,.. 1,2 '.S 3" 0' 81.4 
Dauchi 58,' ',S 1.3 O,S S.' 1.0 76.9 

""'- "" 
.., 3.1 S.' 12 13 81.5 

""'~. F9 ' .1 1,0 S,1 'S 1.0 ~I ,.. 51.4 '.' 1.1 •. , '.1 0,' 81.5 
(ju).l.U 68,1 " 1,0 1S ••• O.S B7.4 
1'o!i.~kum 67.9 '0 7.J 1,0 S.1 0.0 88.7 

""0 JQI J2 1,0 1.1 , .• O. ".1 
Slil>l l - ARID 
MoidklgUrl n.3 '.3 11 H J.1 ,,, 91.S 
Klil5ina m.' .. , to ,., '.S 0,' 91.2 

""0 67.7 .. , 1,1 1.1 .0 1.0 .,. 
However total rainfall , evaporation and relative humidity were not 

found to be significantly correlated with maize yield during the establishment 
stage, 1l1US they are not considered as critical factors for the crop during this 
stage. For instance the non--significant inOuence of total rainfall can be 
interpreted to mean that high total rainfall resulting from 2 or 3 heavy 
downpours that are separated by prolonged dry spells is of no significant use to 
effective crop growth. 

(ii) Vege tative Sloge 

From Table I. evaporation appears to be the most critical 
hydrometeorological variable during the vegetative stage. The high significant 
negative correlation between evaporation and maize yield during this stage could 
be attributed to the fact that high evaporative demand and water stress are 
positively correlated. According to Wrigley (1969) if the high evaporative demand 
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creates water stress in early growth, it will lead to stunted crop growth and 
therefore alter the process of flower formation. Furthermore the rdte of grain 
formation will be retarded and consequently lower the ultimate gnlins yield. 

(iii) Flowering Stage 

Total rainfall and mean length of dry spells were found to be 
significantly correlated with maize yield during the flowering stage (Table I). 
Total rainfall is significantly correlated with maize yield at the 95% probability 
levels at all locations, while mean length of dry spells is significantly correlated 
with maize yield at 900/0 probability leve.J in the humid and moist subhumid 
climates and at 95% level in the dry subhumid and seml-arid climates. 

The significant positive correlation between maize yield and total 
rainfall during the flowering stage follows from the fact thai the consumptive use 
ofwaler by maize wou1d be expected to be high since the crop's canopy is fully 
developed by about this period. As noted by Denmead and Shaw (1959) and 
also Chang (1968), the ratio of evaporation from maize to open pan evaporation 
is at a maximum during the flowering stage, particularly at silking time when the 
maximum leaf area is reached. Furthermore during the flowering period, root 
growth is often much reduced such that soil moisture must be high enough to 
pennit rapid water movement to the rools. Thus it could be understood why 
moisture stress at this period might cause the plant to wilt and therefore prevent 
the formation of reproductive organs due to silk drying (Salter and Goode, 
1967). In view of this fact, the high significant negative correlation between 
maize yield and mean length of dry spells observed in the dry subhumid and 
semi arid climate should not be surprising. It implies that the higher the mean 
lcogth of dry spells, the higher the adverse effects of moisture stress on the 
reproductive organs of the maize crop during the flowering stage and 
consequently the lower Ihe fmal grains yield. 

During this stage, the effects of evaporation and relative humidity 
on maize yield were not found to be significant at all locations. 

(iv) Grain Filling Stage 

During the grain filling stage, mean length of dry spells and total 
rainfall are each significantly correlated with maize yield. However mean length 
of dry spells was found to be significantly correlated with mav.c yield at the 95% 
probability level in all climatic regions of the study area. On the olher hand total 
rainfall was found to be significantly correlated with maize yield at the 90% 
probability level. The signifIcant negative correlation between mean length of dry 
spells and maize yield during this stage indicate.,; further than inadequate 
moisture supply during the grain ruling stage is detrimental to grain fonnation of 
maize. Thus rainfall should be uniformly distributed for effective grain fOnllation 
during the grain filling stage. This agrees with the observation of Beer et al. 
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(1967) who noted that irregular moisture supply during the grain fil ling period, 
particularly when the kernels arc in the formation process, leads to reduced yield 
which is evident from the reduction in grain size. With the exception of mean 
length of dry spells and total rainfall , no other hydrometeorological variable WdS 
found to be cri tical for the grain formation of maize during this stage. 

(v) Ripe"i"g Slage 

T he only statis tically significant hydrometeorological index for 
maize yield during the ripening stage turns out to be relative humidity. Relative 
humidity WdS found to be signifICantly correlated with maize yield at 90% 
probability level illihe scmi arid climate but at 95% level in the humid moist and 
dry subhumid climate. 

The significant negative correlation between relative humidity and 
maize yield indicates .that high values of relative humidity during the ripening 
period might reduce the final grains yield of maize. For instance Webster and 
Wilson ( 1973) noted that relative humidities above 70% during the ripening 
period of maize lend to favour the rapid development and spread of fungus 
diseases and of molds which are capable of lowering the final grain yield of 
maize. It should be noted that no (l ther hydrometeorological variable was found 
to be significantly correlated with maize yield during the ripening stage. This 
could be due to the fact that the ripening stage is ultimately the closing period of 
the crop growth cycle and during this period, the physiological growth of the 
plant reproductive organs (e.g. roots, leaves and ta-.sels) have virtually ceased. 
Thus moisture uti.lil.ation is highly limited and therefore the pattern of moisture 
supply is no longer critical to growth. 

From the foregoing discussions the statistically critical 
hydrometeorological variables (variables that are significantly correlated with 
maite yield at a minimum of 95% probability level in at least 2 different climatic 
regions) for maize growth in the savanna region are: 

(i) interdiumal variability of rainfall during the establisbment stage. 
(ii) evaporation during the vegetative stage. 
(iii) mean length of dry spells during the flowering stage. 
(iv) total rainfall during the flowering stage. 
(v) mean length of dry spells during the grain filling stage, and 
(vi) relative humidity during the flowering st .... ge. 

These are the variables utilized in the multiple regression analysis. The results of 
the multiple regression are presented in Table 2. The results show that the 
combination of statistically criticaJ hydrometeorological variables accounted for 
between 70 and 92% of the variation in maize yield in the savclnna belt of 
Nigeria. [i.e. R2 varies betwcen 70---92%1. Table 2 shows further thai, of all the 
critical hydrometeorological parameters, intcrdiumal variability of rainfall during 
the establishment stage accounts for the largest proportion of the variation in 
maize yield in the different climatic reb>lonS of the savanna belt of Nigeria. 
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(b) Hydrometeorolog"cal Regions/or Maize Cuitivat;o'l in the 
Savanna Belt of Nigeria 

In the cluster analysis process, the critical hydrometeorological 
indices identified above form the distinguishing characteristics and the 22 statioru 
from where these variables were obtained represent the objects being classified. 
Thus the 22 stations are otherwise referred to as the individuals. All individuals 
have a number of properties and the total number of individuaJs classified is the 
universe. Thus the savanna belt of Nigeria represents the universe. 

Figure 3 shows the linkage tree [dendrogram] for the 22 selected 
stations of the savanna belt of Nigeria. The linkage tree or dendrogram illustrates 
the relationship between the 22 stations. The relationship is defined in tenns of 
similarity of the effect of the distinguishing characteristics on maize yield at the 
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stations. The procedure is that the most similar pair are 'collapsed' into one class, 
the next most similar pair are then joined and so on un~ a hierarchy of classes ;s 
formed as in Figure 3. It should be noled fu rther that the similarity level and 
order of joining defines the regions. For instance the percentage similarity greater 
than 600/0 ;s categorized as high, while 50 - 60% is average, 40--50% low and less 
than 40% is difficult. From Figure 3, four different homogeneous regions [A - D1 
and elements (stations) in each group can be identified. 

Using the information on Figure 3, the spatial pattern of the 
different homogeneous regions for maize cultivation has been prepared (Fig. 4). 
From Figure 4, areas covered by Region A represent high potential 
hydrometeorological zones for maize cultivation. Region 8 is classified us 
average potential zone and Regions C and D are low and difficult zones 
respectively. 

With the exception of J os Plateau area, the potential 
hydrometeorological zones for maize cultivation reneet variation with latitude up 
to the Kontagora-Bauchi axis, that is about UfN. However beyond this axis the 
division into regions foUows lines of longitude in such a way that a west-east 
orientation is more apparent Thus beyond latitude 10" N the moisture potential 
for maize growth in the savanna bell of Nigeria decreases north-easlwards. 
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TABLE 3 I{cillting thl'-l'olCfltia! HydrolPoltwrolOglCal RcgiO!JS for Maj~e Cultivation 10 the Present 
Land Uk Under Maize in Ihe Savanna Bcil of Nigeria 

~10lII 

A 

" C 
n 

l'Il\ff1tJ. 1 "",,", Remark 
ror M. Ju Land UR (I..,,,,, of 

CllltMtioo Ilndrr Malz~ (% Utiliu,;oo) 

fiigh "H) Ullderutil~ 
A_ 10-19 Ull<lerutill,td 

"'" "' .. , S/l.~",acroty 
narll.'Ulr. Ik"., SatislaclOl)' 

IM PLICATIONS FOR AGRICULTURAL LAND USE PI.ANN INQ IN ·J Ali 

SAVANNA BELT OF NIGER IA 

A superimposition of Fig. 4 on Fig. 2 shows Ihut the 
hydrometeorological regions for mai:r_e cultivation (Fig. 4) do nOI corre.~pond 
perfectly with the moisture adequacy climatic regions (Fig. 2). For instance, 
Region A (Fig. 4) is not limited to the humid climate (Fig. 2) but extends to the 
southern parts of the moist sub-humid climate. Region A is also found localized 
around Jos area, refl ecting the microclimatic eilect of the physiography of Jos 
area . Also, unlike the moisture adequacy regions (Fig. 2) the spatial variation in 
the hydromereorological regions for maize cultivation (Fig. 4) in areas beyond 
lOoN cannot be explained in terms of lati tude. Thus in view of the changing 
nature of climale, the result.~ of Fig. 4 appear to be more useful for the planning 
of crop land under maize. 

Relating the potential meteorological regions 1\ - D to the present 
land usc undcr matt.e (fable 3), it is evident that the area with high potential for 
mai7.£ cultivation is yet to be fu lly utilized, particularly when examined in teons 
of the percentage of crop land devoted to maize. For instance in Region 1\ where 
conditions arc optimum for maize growth (l'ig. 4), less than 30 percent of the 
cl1?P land is devoted to maize cultivation. Thus land use devoted to maize 
cultivation can be increased in UtC southern parts of the savanna bell of Nigeria 
particularly in areas stretching from the south-western corner around lIorin and 
eastwards through Kabba and Lokoja to Makurdi and beyond Yandev around 
the south-eastem part of the savanna belt of Nigeria. Also Jos area belongs to 
Region A, thus Jand use for maize cultivation can be intensified in this area. 
Generally in Region A, intercropping maize with groundnut/ sorghum is a 
worthwhile attempt at increasing the acreage under maize. It should be noted 
that intercropping of maize with groundnutf sorghum has been successfully 
practised. but on a micrO scale, in the area (Agboola, 1979). Thus such 
intercropping can be populari~ in the whole of region A. 

10 Region B where conditions can be described as adequate, about 
10- 19 percent of the crop land is devoted to maize growth. T herefore in Region 
B (Fig. 4) an appropriate increase in the crop land devoted to maize can 
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be effected from the northeastern part of Yandev to Ule southeOl parts of Vola 
and further westwards up to the north-western part of llorin. 

In Regions C and D where conditions are low and difficult 
respectively for maize growth, about 9 percent of tbe crop land is put to maize 
growth, suggesting that the proportion of land use under maize appears to be 
compatible with the moisture resource base of these areas for maize 
cultivation. 

However considering some management factors such as moisture 
conservation through mulching or supplemental water supply from irrigation, 
most parts of Region C and the southern locations of region D might be suitable 
for the growth of varieties which can be harvested within less than 130 days after 
planting. Examples are the early and extra early maturing cultivars, In particular 
extensive paris of Region C can be Cllitivatcd to early maturing genotypes of 
both the white and yellow maize. Generally, thc extra early maturing culuvars 
would have a very good advanta!,1C in Region D. 

CONCLUS ION 

fn conclusion, the results of the correlation analyses show that the 
moisture-based agrometeorological indices (hydrometeorologjcal variables) are 
critical for effective growth of maize from the time of planting to maturity. For 
instance there is no location in the different climatic regions of the savanna belt 
of Nigeria where the combination of the critical hydrometeorological indices 
accounted for less than 60 percent of the variation in maize yield. However eacb 
phenological stage has been found to be more sensitive to a particular or certain 
combination of hydrometeorological variables than others. Furthermore an 
hydrometeorolob-ical variable found to be critical for effective growth of maize at 
a given developmental stage may not necessarily be critical to another stage. 
Therefore studying cmp-climate relationships with respect to the phenological 
stages is a useful guide to synchronizing the climatic requirements of a erop with 
the climatic regime of the plant environment. For instance the interdiumal 
variability of rainfall was found to be critical for physiological growth of maize. 
Therefore in areas charncterized by frequent moisture stress due to high 
interdiumal variability of rainfall and prolonged dry spells, the practice of 
mulching where practicable and supplemental water supply from irrigation could 
be adopted . 

Regarding the zoning of the area for maize cultivation, using the 
critical climatic requirements at the different phenological swges a<; the criteria for 
c1assilication is quite appropriate. For instance. the spatial distribution of the 
existing moisture adequacy climatic regions of the area (Fig. 2) differs from the 
hydrometeoroiogicaJ regions of the area for maize cultivation (Fig. 4). Therefore, 
although maize is generally sensitive to moisture, the moisture adequacy regions 
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(Fig. 2) are not essentially synonymous to potential moisture regions for maize 
cul tivation. 

Finally, it is generally understood that the savanna belt of Nigeria 
is the major food crop producing ecological 'lone of the country. Thus as an 
additional means by which we can check the seasonal fluctuations in food supply 
and ultimately the perennial food shortage in the country, it will be necessary to 
extend this study to other major food crops grown in the- savanna belt of Nigeria. 
III plir tiCl,lar, becal1se crop-climate relationships nught vary spll.ti~ly find 
according to crop cultivars and stages of growth, it is suggested that this type of 
study should be extended to different cuilivars of various food c~ops grown in the 
area. It is evident from this study that the need to adjust land use 10 ensure 
optimal climatic condition for the cultivation of the higb·yielding late- maturing 
maize cultivar in the savanna belt of Nigeria cannot be over-.emphasized. 
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Temperature Trends at Coastal Stations 
in Eastern Canada 

M.R. Morgan i 

K. F. DrinkwOIer1 
and 
R. Pock/inglon2 

AUSTRACT 

Trends in Ihc lI nnual mean air temperat u.re records at coastal stations in eastern Canada 
(5ince 1900) are compared 10 tlte Canadian average trend, and to trends of stations in 
Greenland and around the periphery of the North Atlantic. 

Results obtained by least squares fits arc compared to those of climate nonnals. TIle 
laller show that a curvilinear trend is of higher statistical significance than the 

corresponding best-fit linear. 
In contrast to the recent warming documentt:d over much of continental Canada, air 

IcmpcmtuTes have continued to decline in the Maritime Provinces, in Newfoundland, 
along the Labrador Coast, and on Baffin Island from maxima that occurred in the 194()~ 
and 1950s. The ratc of (.wiing is shown to increase non hwdro and to be part of a general 

dccrea~e in air temperalUrcs at coastal statiof1S around the periphery of the northern 

Norto Atlantic, with the greatest decrease centred over Greenland. The decline in air 
temperature corresponds to similar declines in sea surface temperature throughout much 
of the North Allantic. On the continental shelf oil the Labrador Coast and northern 
Newfoundllmd, the rcecnt years of low air temperatures have been accompanied by the 

presence or anomalously cold seawater and more extensive and more persistent ice-awer. 

ReSUM e. 

On a analyst ks lendances annuelles et saisoll lliere~ des tem~ratures moyennc.~ de I'air 
aUlI- stations c6tieres du Canada de I'cst (depuis 19(0), e1 on II rait une comparaison avec 

1<1 tClldance nationale ct les tendanets dans des stations en Groenland ct auteur de la 
periphcrie de l'Atlantique du Nord. On a compare les resultats 4U'00 a obtenus par 
regression des carres moycns avec les tendanccs des nonnales de tempemture. Ces 
demil!res indiquent qu'une courbe parabolique confonnc mieux nux tendances et possMc 
une signifi ancc slatistique plus·haule quc Ies tendances lineaires com:spondantcs. 

I CUMARCON, 32 Rocklin Drivl:, Dartmouth, Nov:! Scotia 82X 2S 1 
2 Deparuntnl or Fi>hcnes and Oceans, Physicat amI Chemical Sd<:nccs, Bedford In!ilitutCi of 

Oceanography. PO Uox 1006, Dartmouth, NO'V8 Scotia B2Y 41\2 
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La chaleur qu'an trouve partout au Canada continental n'est pas en evidcnce aux 
station.~ dans les provinces Maritimes, en Terre-Ncuve, Ie long de la cote du Labrador, et 
dans 1"lIe Baffin. Au eontrdire, un refroidi!;Sement gtneral est en train et augmente au 
nord. Des declins semblables de la temperature de la surface de 13 mer sont en evidence 
partou! dans l'At lantique du Nord. Sur la plate-forme continentale de Labiddor et de 
Terre-Neuve du nord. lc5 annees recenlCS froides ant ~te accompagnees de 1a pr6sencc de 
l'eau de mer froide, el de la glace plus perslstante. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there have been many publications examining hr..mispherical and/ 
or global temperature trends, using dala mainly from land-based stations 
(Hansen and Lebedeff, 1987; Jones el al., 1986). These have shown that an 
irregular gradual warming has been taking place over the past 100 years, which 
some (e.g. Kellogg, 1991) see as support for the "greenhouse wanning" 
hypothesis (most recently summarized by Houghton et al., 1992) according to 
which warming is predicted to be greater at higher latitudes. Such large-scale 
analyses performed over a long time-interval may mask important details of the 
temporal and spatial variability in regional climates. It seemed appropriate. 
therefore, to analyze local data sets in order to identify regional trends and to 
determine the degree of similarity (or dissimilarity) with the global and 
hemispherical trends. Important climatic effects may be found which may impact 
differenlly upon the socioeconomic fabric o f ooe region as compared to 
another. 

A recent national review (GuJlelt and Skinner, 1992; referred to as 
G&S, 1992; also Skinner and Gullett, 1993) of temperalure change io Canada 
during the past century (1895-1991) shows that a general warming trend from the 
late 1800s to the mid-l940s was followro by cooling over the next 30 years 
throughout the country. Since the mid 1970s, warming has re-occurred, resulting 
in the 1980-89 decade being the warmest on record. not just in Canada, but in 
the Northern Hemisphere as a whole ( Houghton et al., 1992). 

According to G&S ( 1992), the amplitude of the warming trend in 
Canada was greatest in the interior - from the Yukon/North BC region to the 
southem Prairie region - and weakest on the Pacific and Atlantic coasts, and in . 
the eastern Arctic region. Temperatures in the Atlantic region (Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick, P:E.I. , and Newfoundland) have deviated from the national trend, 
especially during the last 40 years (Morgan, 1991). The wannest conditions in 
this region did not occur until the 19505. Rapid cooling thereafter to unifonnly 
cold temperatures in Ihe early 1970s was followed by a .wanning trend which 
culminated in three warm years in 198 1, 1983 and 1984. However, colder 
temperatures in the latter half of that decade resulted in the two most recent 
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dccad:lI means being close to the 1900-90 long-term mean. In the coastal regions 
of Labrador and southern 8aflin Island (where reliable records only exist for the 
past 50 years), the air temperature trend has also been negative (but not 
statistically significant according to G&S, 1992). 

These notable cooling trends in the early 1970s, and again in the 
I:ltc 1980$, have been accompanied by unusually extensive and persistent 
seasonal ice coverage (Chapman and Walsh, 1993; Drinkwater, 1993) and the 
presence of greater volumes of polar icc-melt water in the Labrador Current 
(Bunker, 1979; Dickson el al., 1988). 

As temperature trends at coastal stations in eastern Canada are 
somewhat contrary to those of continent.1.l Canada, an explanation h3s been 
sought by analyzing time-series of air tcmpcrnturcs at over 20 locations around 
the periphery of the NorUl Atlantic, from Nova Scotia northeastward to 
Greenland and Spitsbergen (77° N, 15° E), then south to the eoasts of NorwdY, 
Scotland and Ireland. Our intent is to determine to what extent temperature 
changes in eastern Canada are related to changes taking place in other coastal 
regions around the periphery of the North Atlantic. 

2. DATA AND METHODS 

2.1 Dow-bases 

Long-term annual and monthly mean surface air temperature 
datascts were obtained for a network of sLations around the periphery of the 
North Atlantic Ocean. The stations and the lengths of record are listed in 
Table I, and stalion locations are shown in Figure I. Few stations have had 
continuous records from the same location for 100 years or mOte. Most stations 
having long records have changed sites and reporting procedures, some have 
periods of miSSing data, and records in major eitie:; have been subject to 
int~reasing "heat island" effects due to population and industrialJ commercial 
growth. This has made it necessary for national weather services to rigorOUSly 
process climate records for errors and omissions. and to make estimates of other 
possible man-induced components. 

All temperature data used herein have been obtained from the 
respective national weather services or from World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO}-recognized data centres, ill Canada, the US/\., Norway and the United 
Kingdom. We have accepted the processing that has been carried out by these 
organi7,ations as providing the best authoritative records available. In the case of 
missing data, '\Ie have used proxy data derived by linear regression with nearby 
stations. For example, by using data for Godtlmb plus the short record for 
Resolution Island (N. WT.) for the period 1929 to 1%1 , correlated proxy data for 
IqaJuit was obtained and was included in calculating the trends. 
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TA.BLE I List of suu.ions. 

l'I_name lit. '"". Heic.h' R~" 
fllrjura! mlau .... ) fm) ,,...) 

MARITIMES 
YAKMOIJfl{, NS . 4352 N 6606 W • 1941·199'2 
SABLE ISLANO. N.S. 435~N601l 1 W • 1898·1992 
SYDNEY, N.S. 4fj ION600J W " 1880-1992 
CKARLOITETOWN. 1~ 6.1. 46]?N~)08W ~ ]886-1992 
ST.JOIiN'S, NRn. ",7j7N~2 44W "" Il1!l1l-1992 

UBRADOR,! JUF1-1N IS-
CARTWRIGHT, NFLD. 53 42N57 02 W " 19l8-1992 
KUUJJUAQ, QUE. SII06 1'16825 W J7 1<JSO..1992 
RESOWTION IS., N.W:r 6]18N64 ~J W lm·I961 
IQAI.UlT, N.W.T. 6345 NIi812 W ~ t947.1992 

GREF.NLAND 
AlWUSHAVN fN1SNSI04W " 11180-1970" 
GODTHAB 64 12 NSI41 W " 1S8G-lm 
ANOMAGSSAUK 6S)6Nl1J8W " 189S-!992 
UPERNAVIK 7247N~IOW ~ 11180-199'2 

ICl::L4ND 
sn'KK..ISHOLMUR 650SN2244W • ISW-lm 
AKUR£YRl 6HIN I80SW n 1921·1992 

NORH>IIY 
lI\N MAYEN 70~N0840W • 192(,.19'}2" 
ISF"JORD 7804N[J3ME , 1912·1915-
IUORNOYA 743 1 N 1901 E " [92()..1992 
aws MIKE 66 00N0200E 0 1949-1992 
TROMSO ~ 42NI900f. 10 1920-1992 
1101)0 6716N I4ne " 1868·1992 
8ERGEN M23NOS20E 16 1861·1992 

FAFJUJES 
THORSHAVN 6201 N0646W " 188l).19')2· 

UK ANDt.'1RE 
LERWICK 6008NOIJ1W " 1"911·1992 
PLYMOUTH S021N0401W 10 19JI-11J9O 
SlORNOWAV Sij!JN061\1W U J\lJHW2 
VALEN"nA SIS6NIOISW " 1880-1992 

ACORES 
I'ONTA DElGADA 1744N2S42W n [894-19\lO" 

·K_ ,oeompI«< 

2.2 Data presentatiolJ 

Air and sea temperatures arc presented as time-series plots of annual or seasonal 
means. Smoothing of the annual means was carried out using a S-year running~ 
mean HIler and trends were investigated by both linear regressions and by 
examining climate normals (as defined by WMO, see below). Correlations were 
calculated using a standard statistical software package. 
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2.3 Temperature Normals 

Climate normals pO-year averages) were established by the International 
Meteorological Organization in 1935 as the standard for climate data exchange 
and comparison. Averages over this time interval were considered representative 
of the "population" from which they were derived. In 1967, it was agreed that a 
3O--year mean should be retained, updated every decade (WMO, 1%7). 

In G&S (1992), the use of climate normals as the standard for 
reliable comparison of climate data is acknowledged, yet temperature changes 
shown therein were discussed only in terms of best-fit linear trend of annual 
means. Sincc climate fluctuations are seldom linear, long-term changes may show 
up as illusory linear trends depending on the point of entry of the dala set and 
the length of record (WMO, 1967). For example, the linear trend for the 
Maritimes region from 1900-90 is clear ly positive, yet the trend from 1950-90 is 
negative (Figure 28). The question arises"Is the recent cooling in the Maritimes 
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jusl a reversal of 3 long-term warming trend or a significant independent cooling 
trend?". 

To auempt to answer this question, we analyzed the linear trend for 
each station (or region) over the entire record, plus the trends to and from the 
point of maximum warming. These we compared to the trend of the climate 
nonnals. As the latest normal compri.sc.s data for the three decades since 196 1 
(the period during which dramatic cooling took place regionally in the early 
1 970~ and wanning in the Cl lrly 1980s; <1&$, 1992), we also c:a.lculfl.ted decadal 
mean trends for the 1951-90 period. 

Seasonal data were also examined, with particular emphasis on the 
winter (consecutive months of December, January and February; most Genera1 
Circulation Models postulate greatest COz-'induced warming at this season; e.g. 
Houghton et 01., 1992), to detcnnine the extent of the contribution of each 
season to the annual trend. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Maritimes Region 

Annual air temperature anomalies (relative to the 1900-90 mean) for a composite 
record derived from the average ofthe annual means of data from C harlottetown 
(P.E.I.), Sydney and Sable Island (N.S), are shown in Figure 2A. Data from the 
thrce stations were similar with correlation coefficient~ ( r) between any two sites 
exceeding 0.85 (p<'OI). 

A cooling trend from 1900 LO 1923 was followed by a rapid rise of 
about I .We by 1930. Some cooling again in the 1930$ preceded a furthcr strong 
increase from 1942 to maximum warming in the early 19505. This was followed 
by a decrease to a minimum in the mid- I960s, afler which the air temperatures 
have oscillated fairly evenly about the long-term mean. In the last decade, three 
wann years (1981, 1983 and 1984) were followed by five cold years (1985-89) 
with the result that the decadal average remains close to the 1901-90 mean 
(Figure 20). The wannest decade for the Maritimes region was 1951-60; this 
differs markedly from most olhcr regions of Canada (G&S, 1992) and the 
Northern Hemisphere (Houghton et al. , 1992). 

The linear trend (Figure 28) over the entire record is positive 
(·H>.05"C decade-I) for a net regional W'MIl1ing of t o.45"C during !his century. 
but a positive linear trend from 1900 to 1952, and a negative trend from 1952 
onwards, dearly fit the data more closely. These tr;:nd~ with slopes of +O.ll "C 
and -0. 18" C decade' I , respectively. have higher significance than the single trend 
over the whole period. The plot oftbe normals shows (Figure 2C) that a 
curvilinear function would be a better fit to the data. 
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3,2 Newfoundland tlml Labrador/ Baffin Is/and Region 

Air temperature records for St. Joho's, Newfoundland, are available from 1880 
onwards, whereas most stations along the Labrador Coast and on Baffin Lsland 
only commenced operations during, or after, World War II . Air temperatures at 
St. lohn's (Figure 3A) show a similar pattern to those in the Maritimes, with a 
general rise during the first half of the century, a peak near 1950, followed by a 
general decline with periodic max.ima (lale 1960s, 1980) thereafter. Along the 
Labrador coast, the maximum lempemtures occurred earlier (around 1940) and 
the subsequent cooling trend has been more pronounced than in the Maritimes 
or at S1. 10ho's (Figure 38). 

The trend of air temperature normals for S1. J ohn's and that 
estimated for Iqaluit show a similar curvilinear distribution (Figure 3C) as for 
Maritime stations (Figure 2C). 1be dccadal trends (Figure 3D) suggest that the 
cooling cycle may now have bern arrested at St. John's but not yet at Iqaluit nor 
at Labrador stations such as Kuu.ijuaq and Carl wright which have experienced 
similar cooling. 

3.3 Green/and 

Data from a total of six. stations in Greenland were examined and two (Godthab 
and Angmagssalik) were taken as representative of conditions on the west and 
eru,'1 coasts, respectively. 

In Greenland, a dramatic rise in air temperature during the 1920s 
led to a max.jmum (in the filte red data) before 1930. The trend ai both stations 
has been persistently negative since that time (Figures 4A & 4B), although there 
were two wanner years during the 19405 at Godthab. 

For the period 190 1-90 at Godthab and at Angmagssalik, there is 
virtually no slope 10 the liuear fit of temperature data. HOWC'.'er, the trends of 
normals for both stations are curvilinear, with the latcst normals at, or close to, 
their lowest values this century (Figure 4C). The most-recent decada! trend 
suggests that this cooling phase is continuing (Figure 40). Since 1930, climate 
nonnals in Greenland have fallen on the order ofO.SoC on the southwest coast 
and over I.O"C on the east and northwest coasts. 

The nonnal indicates the chamcteristics of the curve and is, 
therefore, more representative and more significant (Table 2) than a linear trend . 
Figure.. .. 4A and 48 demonstrate the limitations of linear regressions in 
tcmperature data analyses compared to using the lrends of normals. 

3.4 Other datu setS 

Data for coastal and island stations in Iceland, the Greenland and Norwegian 
Seas, the Faeroes, Scotland and Ireland (Table I) have also been cMmincd. 
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Derived composite normal trends (Figure 5) have maximum to minimum ranges 
of 0.50 to O.9"C. Normals for Icelandic and the north Norwegian Sea stations 
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TABLE 2 Significance of fit of trends to data. 

Platt O&1tIr Ytllr.l~ Litltu ","""ion r.",boI. lII.fIjI"'. r .... I..e,; ...... -
SABLE- ISLAND 1900-199(1 O.tJ4519 0.23952 
SYDNFY, N.S. 190()..tWO 0.31891 0.42~3S 
ST.JOHN'S 1900-t990 0.36235 

0._ 
CHARI.D1TETOWN 1900-1990 0.14252 o.4:!0011 
GODl"HAIl 1900-1990 0.01774 0.46(1) 
ANCMAGSSALlK t900-t990 0.00349 

0_ 
STYKK.lSHOLMUR 1900-1990 0.10254 0.47607 
JAN M .... VEN 11126-1990 0.43608 O.-i~26J 

RJORNOYA 1920-1990 0.12751 0.m~8 

TROMSO 1920-1990 O.2161l 0.232M> 
THORSHAVN 1900-1990 0.125\19 0.37641 
VAI.ENT'A 1900-1990 0.04751 0.)]062 

are currently at, or near, their lowest values this century and the dL'cadallrend 
shows little, if any, recent warming. However, from the Faeroes southwa rds to 
stations in Scotland and Irctand , the trend over the last decadL' has been positive 
wi th mean temperatures approaching the 1900-90 avemge. 

The coastal regions around the North Atlantic generally 
ex.perienced rising temperatures from the I 920s to the 1940s, or early 1950s. 
Since thcn, temperatures have ralten. The spatial variabili ty in the amount of 
cooling is shown in Figure 6. h shows a centre of cooling over Greenland and 
outward extent of th i.~ influence to the coasts of Canada and northwe.-;t Europe. 
These results are consistent with the findings of Chapman and Walsh (1993). 

4. SEASONAL TRENDS 

To determine which (if any) season dominates the annual signa l, seasonal 
temperature anomalies have been analyz.ed for Sydney, N.S., and Iqaluil as 
being representative of stations in the Maritimes and Labrador/ Baffin Island, 
respectively (Figures 7 & 8). 

Spring, su mmer and au tumn, at both stations, show lower 
amplitude variability than winter. Temperature differences between successive 
winters often exceed 4°C at Syd ney and 6°C al Iqaluit. Winter tcmperatures at 
both stations (since the 1950s) dominate the annual pattern. 

Examination of seasonal data from Greenland and stations in and 
around the Norwegian Sea shO\\'s similar results, exccptlhul the spring variability 
increase.-; at stations within the Arctie C ircle due to wintry conditions extending 
into spring months at high latitudes, SUltions around the UK and 3t Valentia 
(Ireland) show far less seasonal variability with more moderatc amplitudes -
mtely is there a differential of > 2"C between successive years in any sea~n. 
However, all seasons have shown a negative trend since 1950 until the last decade 
when there has been a re turn to tempemtures near the long-term mean. 
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5. OCEANOGRAPHIC CtiANGES 

5.1 Sea Temperalure and Salinity 

... 
• 

• 

EUROPE 

Sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies averaged within an area bounded by 
55-6O"N and 10-15° W in the ea5tern North Atlantic (Rockall area) for the 
period 1920 to the late J980s are shown in Figure 9. There is a remarkable 
similarity with regional air temperature trends, i.e, a sharp increase during the 
1920s, above average values between 1930 and 1960, followed by a cooling up to 
the present. A maximum occurred during the late 1950s which was slightly later 
than the maximum in air temperature. 

This pattern of SST variability and its similarity with air 
temperature trends has also been observed throughout most of the northern 
North Atlantic (Smed et aI. , 1982; Folland and Parker, 1990; Rodlonov and 
Krovnln, 1992; Oeser and Blackmon, 1993) although some differences are 
observed between regions. While there is similarity between the air and sea 
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surface temperatures over the North Atlantic, it has not been firmly established 
which is the cause and wruch is the effect. 

Over the continental shelves off southern Labrador and northern 
Newfoundland, ocean temperatures have also varied in concert with the air 
temperature trends (Petrie el aI. , 1988) with the clearest pattern evident in the 
deeper waters on the-shelf (Drinkwater, 1993). Atmospheric cooling along the 
northeast coast of Canada in the early 1970s was contemporaneous with the 
presence of cold water of low salinity in the Labrador Sea (Lazier, IY79). 
Dickson et al. (1988) traced tbe source of this low-salinity water from the 
Greenland Sea (in 1968) eventually to the Labrador Current. arriving off 
Newfoundland in 1972. Known as the "Great Salinity Anomaly" this cold, low
salinity water mass is believed to have circumnavigated the North Atlantic 
reaching the vicinity of OWS India in 1975 and being detected at OWS Mike in 
1977. 

5.2 Ice and Icebergs 

In winter, ice covers the northern Labroldor Sen nnd the shelf off Labrador and 
northern Newfoundland. In addition, icebergs from Greenland and Baffi n Island 
drift southwards in the Labrador Current towards the Grand Banks. 

During relatively mild years (from 1945-1969), few icebergs reached 
the Grand Banks (except in 1957 and 1959; Ebbesmeyer et aI., 1980) and there 
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was lesser extent of sea-ice. In cold years (1972-1974, 1983-85 and 1991-1992), 
iceberg counts in the southern regions climbed dramatically (Ebbesmeyer et aI., 
1980; Drinkwater and Trites, 199 1) and the sea-ice spread furtber south and 
persisted for longer than usual (Prinsenberg, pers. com.). With the general decline 
in winter temperatures during the last 20 years, there bas been a trend towards 
earlier ice fonnation and an increase in the ice extent during tbe early months of 
the winter (Drinkwater, 1993). 

6. CONCLUSION 

Analysis of annual mean air temperature records in eastern Canada over the last 
century shows that a warming trend from the early 1900s to the middle of this 
century was followed by cooling. This cooling was particularly noticeable over 
Baffin Island and along the coast of Labrador. Comparison with coastal stations 
around the periphery of the North Atlantic indicates that this cooling is part of a 
generd! northern North Atlantic temperature response with the greatest decrease 
occurring over Greenland. Tltirty-year temperature nonnals and decadal trends 
at Greenland stalions are at, or close to, tlleir lowest values thls century. Analysis 
of seasonal means confirms that annual trends are primarily determined by the 
characteristics of the winter season. 

The use of least squares linear regressions to detenrune temperature 
trends has been fOlmd far from satisfactory. When used for data sets in eastern 
Canada and coastal stations throughout the northern North Atlantic having 90 
years duration or more, positive trends dominate, whereas for stations with 
records of 50 yean; or less. negative trends prevail. This demonstrates the 
problem of deriving trends from linear regressions since results are dependent 
upon the length of the data base and the selected points of entry and departure. 
By using climate nonnals for temperature change comparisons, it has been found 
that linear regressions mask the fact thai temperature trends at coastal stations 
around the periphery of the North Atlantic, in general, have conformed to a 
curvilinear distribution that fits the dala more closely and correlates with higher 
statistical significance than the corresponding linear fit. 
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AIISTRI\CT 

The importance of human adju.,uncnt to risky situations is wdl recognized in both the 

natuml hazards and Ir.iffic safety re~rch fields. ntis study explores the range and 
magnitude of driver adjustments to wet weather using a combination of tmffic volume 
and driver survey data. The re.~ults show that substantial adjustments are made, but they 

are insufficient to fully counteract the added risk associated with rainfall. Explanatory 
variables and policy implications are discussed. 

Les recherches conCl.."TTIanl la securite TOuliere en presence de risques Cl de dangers 
mlturels demontrent clairement l"LITlportance de I'adaptation de \n conduite des 
atllomobilistes aux situations hazardeuses. Cette etude explore l'i:tcndue ct l~mportance de 
l'adaptation des comJucteul'$ par temps pluvieux, par la comparai90n de donnees SUI Ie 
volume de circulation routh~'re ct les rtsultats d'unc enquete mente aupres des 
automobilistes. Les resultats de cette etude dt monlTCnt que des adaptations appreciables 
sont effectuees, cepcT1dant, celles-ci sont insuffisantl.'.'i pour contrecarrer comp1<~tement les 
risques associ& a la pr6tencc de precipi tations . . La di~ssion porte sur l'ana1~ des rtsul
tats ainsi que sur les diITerentes implications concernant les !ignes de conduite a suivre. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Canadians experience wide variations in day to day weather, and drivers learn to 
operate in less than optimal conditions. But how well do drivers cope? What 
factors are signilicant in the process of choice? Are there differences across the 
various driver groups? Perhaps more importantly, how do we find answers to 
these questions and what implications do findings have for safety policy? This 
paper disClL'iSCS conceptual and methodological issues related to the problem of 
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weather-related accidents and reports on two pilot studies carried out to 
investigate driver adjustment,> to the precipitation hazard in Southern Ontario. 

Study Approach: A fltJ2ards Perspective 

Geographers have long been interested in the interactions between human 
activities a nd the natural ellvironmenL Ou t ofmis tradit ion grew the natural 
hazards researeh paradigm, which originated with the work of Gilbert White 
(1942) on flood losses in the United States. White found that damage from 
/loods actually increased despite increased levels of government expenditure on 
preventative measures, which led him to pose the question: " How does man 
adjust to risk and uncertainty in natural systems, and what does understanding 
of that process imply for public safety?" (W hite 1973, 194). This question 
provided a central theme for research that emanated from the collaborative 
hazards program at the Universities of Chicago, Clark, and Toronto (White 
1974; Burton ct a1. 19(3). 

The classical hazards approach identified the importance of 
perceptions in understanding hazard response, but it has not been without its 
critics, both on theoretical a nd methodological grounds (e.g., Torry 1979; Hewitt 
1983). One major criticism is the focus on extreme geophysical events as the 
starting point for analysis; a second is the rather simplistic attempt at explaining 
tbe widespread irrationality of exposure and response to environmental hazards; 
and a third is on the validity of responses from traditional survey techniques. 
This paper attempts to address these three criticisms by focusing on a "common 
killer" that emerges out of routine activity. and one in which the constmints to 
adjustment arc cmbedded in the way thai life and space are organized. T he focus 
is on measuring, understanding and improving driver adjustments to wei 
weather hazards. 

Wet Weather Hazards and Trapic Safe lY 

Despite significant improvements in highway safety over the past century, traffic 
crashes contin ue to be a major global health problem. Over the past two decades, 
more than 100,000 Canadians have been kil led in traffic crashes and more than 
50 times as many injured. The road safety corrun unity has responded to the 
safety problem with a range of accident countermeasures aimed at educating 
drivers, enforcing driving laws, and improving the design of both vehicles and 
roadways. Little attention has been given to the ambient environment, however, 
including the built and natural arena in which driving takes place. 

One important aspect of the naturdl environment is weather, and it 
is widely acknowledged that inclement weather, especially in the fonn of 
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precipitation, increases accident risk by reducing both friction and visibility_ Tn 
fact, rerent Canadian studies by Mende (1982) and Andrey (1989) found that the 
relative risk of a collision increased by approximately 50% for aU drivers, 
regardless of age or gender. Despite this, the effects of weather hazards on 
absolute risk are not the same for all driver groups, since different groups have 
different accident rates to start with. Combining data on accident rates by age 
and gender with infonnation on the relative risk of accident during rainfall, as 
depicted in figure I, reveals that rainfall represents a much greater accident risk 
for young drivers, especially young males. Thus the human component, 
particularly the effects of age and brender, appears crucial to approaching and 
understanding the adjustment process. 

There is a substantial amount of research into the human factors 
that affect driving behaviour in general, and their subsequent relationship to 
traffic saf~ty; however, very tittle of it focuses specifically on weather hazards. In 
particular, the links between driver perceptions and adjustments to weather have 
not been fully explored. There have been a few studies on traffic volumes as an 
indicator of trip cancellation (Codling 1974: Wilde 1977; Mende 1982; Yagae et 
aI. 1982). and some survey research thai deals with self-reported driving changes 
(Andrey and Knapper 19(3). Because of limited empirical data, h()1A.'evee, it is 
genenlily unclear whether personal factors, including perceptions, significantly 
affect driver adjustments to weather hazards and what implications this has for 
road safety, 
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2. METHODOWGY 

This study is based on data for the twin cities of Kitchener-Waterloo, located in 
Southern Ontario, with a total population of 240,000. Travel in these cities is 
almost exclusively auto-based, due to the relatively low population density and 
the dominance of suburban-style residential areas. The internal road system of 
the city basically follows a linear pattern around the main street. A multi-lane 
divided expressway system spans the city forming a semi-circle on the south and 
east sides of the built-up area. The modilied continental climate of the Kitchener
Waterloo area is heavily influenced by its central position in the Great Lakes 
Basin. It receives approximately 900 mm of precipitation per year, of which 
approximately 85 per cent fa lls as rain. Typically, precipitation occurs on one 
day in three. 

Techniques 

Two complementary approaches were taken in this study to gain a fuller 
understanding of the range and magnitude of adj ustments made during wet 
weather. One is based on direct observations of traffic volume and the second on 
self-reported adjustments. 

In order to compare traffic volumes lor rainfall versus dry 
conditions, a matched pair approach was used, where traffi c volumes for given 
locations were compared for matched time periods. More specifically, each 
period of time during which traffic was exposed to rainfall was paired with a 
control time period when precipitation did not occur. The event and conlrOl were 
spaced just one week apart, and they matched in terms of clock time and 
weekday. Precipitation events and controls were defined as in Andrey and Olley 
(1990), using hourly weather data (rom the Waterloo-Wellington Airport weather 
station located eight kilometres east of the city and operated by the Atmospheric 
Environment Service of Environment Canada. Traffic volume data for five major 
intersections in Waterloo and six in Kitchener were obtained from the Traffic 
and Transportation Division of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo. The data 
covered the IWO calendar years, 1990 and 1991, for whicb 52 paired observation 
periods were defined. 

In addition 10 traffic volumes, an innovative diary approach was 
used to probe drivers' wet wcather behaviour. To assist with survey dcsih'll, 
preliminary foc us group discussions were held with 18 drivers to explore the 
range of driver atti tudes to various aspects of wet weather bazards. Based on 
careful analysis of the focus group transcripts, a lrip diary was designed to 
collect adjustment information during two types of events defined by tbe 
following scenarios: 
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• Heavy to moderatc rainfall associated with a notable reduction in visibility. 
Windshield wiper blades on high or medium speed throughout . 

• Wet roads foUowing a rainfall or associated with light rainfall only. 
Windshield wiper blades off or used only intermittently. 

Drivers were instructed to complete the indicated diary section immediately 
following the designated event, so that actual behaviour changes could be 
accurately recorded. The d iary contained quc..'itions that p rompted drivers to 
indicate how they changed Iheir behaviour compared to dry, clear conditions. 
MOst of the questions were c1osed-endcd and included responses that were either 
nominal or ordinal level data. The diary booklet was supplemented by standard 
survey qucstions regarding demogr..lphics, driver experiences and risk 
perceptions. Experience measures included driver training, amount of driving, 
accident history and violations. Risk perception information was obtained using 
a procedure similar to that used by Malthews and Moran (1986), asking a 
respondent to rate the likelihood of an accident for him/ herself and for other 
driver groups given the two weather scenarios. 

The trip diary was completed by volunteers recruited through 
bulletin board announcements at l WO places of employment and one institute of 
higher learning in the Kitchener-Waterloo area . Those who responded ,vcre 
mailed the 14-page S(lTVey package, along with a covering letter, instructions and 
f.:nve lopes for their return. In total, 47 surveys were completed during the 
summer of 1992, with roughly equal numbers in four comparison groups defined 
by older (25-59) and younger (18-24) male a nd female d rivers. 

J. SUMMARY OF DlUVER ADJUSTMENTS 

Burton et a!. 's (1978) use of a choice tree has become a classical model for 
depicting adjustments to hazards. In terms of driver adjustments to wet weather 
ha7.ards. this choice tree can be depicted as in Figure 2. Potential adjustments 
made prior to driving include the purehase of auto insurance (share potential 
loss) or improvements in technology. such as anti-lock brakes (prevent effects); 
background preparation such as skid training (prevent effects); or changes in the 
nature of a trip, including the mode, timing, or destination (change location or 
activi ty). Potential adjustments made while driving focus on preventing or 
reducing the effects of the weather hazard. 

The present study deals entirely with trip cancellation (change 
activity) and behind-tho-wheel adjustments (prevent nr reduce the effects). Table 
I summarizes the range and frequency of these types of adjustmems. The most 
radical trade-off between mobility and safety is to refrain from exposure 
altogether by cancelling, delaying or rescheduling a desired trip, in exchange for 
a total elimination of the added risk associated with wet weather. The traffic 
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count data indicate that, on average, volumes dropped by two per cent, which is 
similar to the findings from research conducted in the United Kingdom (Codling 
1974). The diaries detailed the in-transit adjustments that were made. Increased 
concentration and alertness were the most common adjustments, with drivers 
more often motivated by concern for the unsafe actions of other drivers rather 
than their own. Changes in driving speeds, bntking distances, following distances 
and manoeuvring around comers and bends were also frequently cited. Changes 
in travel plans occurred only rarely and usually involved leaving a little extra 
time for the trip, rather than a change in the mode or destination. 

In addition to adjustment frequencies, infonnation on the 
magnitude of speed reduction was also collected. Results indicate that, on 
average, drivers made greater speed reductions during rainfalllhan during wet 
mad conditions, and on highways versus city streets, rnnglng from as high as 15 
kilometres per hour (kph) for highway driving during rainfall events to as low as 
three kph for driving on city streets under wet road conditions. Previous 
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TABLE I Summary of Driver Adjustments 
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Tri" ca!ftllatlon 
Plan chlmgts (hd~lduring mil) 

~ l/dr~rtI' Adjwm.cms 
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hign f\1oQ<krBlc 
,'tIY low ~~ .. 
modr::,~Le .,. 

high mode"lIC 
very hillh "'", 'OJ> -." wry hig)l hOJ> 

estimates have ranged from one to three kph during rainfall (Wilde and 
AckersviJIer 1982) and eight kph in drizzle (Yagar ct al. 1982). The fact that 
virtually tll l drivers chungc their behaviour during. wet weather and make speed 
reductions is encouraging. but reduced speeds stilllended to be higher than 
posted speed limiL~ on both highways and city streets, especiaUy for the wet road 
scenario. 

4. ADJUSTMENT PROCESS; TOWARDS AN UNOERSTANIJINO 

Hazards theory suggests that response is related to perceptions of risk and to the 
awareness of opportunities to make adjustments. It has loog been reeogni7..cd that 
this rather simplistic process needs to be expanded to include a wide range of 
other potential explnnatory variables related to social, economic. cultural and 
political constraints. This is clearly th"e case in the road environment, where 
driver decision-making and behaviour is the product of a multitude of IUghly 
interactive factors. The design of this Shtdy allows for an e.xamination of various 
factors that affect the process and choice of adjustment, which are loosely 
categorized a~ personal. geophysical, and societal. 

Personal Factors 

Perceived risk in hazardous situations has long been considered as a major 
determinant of personal response. Data from thi~ study indicate thal drivers 
perceive lower risks for themselves during wet weather than for other drivers. 
This type of driver optimism ~ common among mosi accident risk perception 
slUdies (e.g., Matthews and Mor.!.o 1986). Drivers also pcn;eivcd significantly 
(p<.05) higher risk levels for rainfall vcrsus wet roads (avemge 57% higher), with 
no significant dirfeTCnCCS between age or gender groups. 

Perceptions or ri~k do little to explain adjustments 10 ha7.ards 
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unless they can be shown to influence actua l adjustments once on the road. To 
test this relationship, Pearson's correlation coefficients were tabulated between 
the measures of "self perceived risk"" and those of "driver speeds"", but 
associations were low (r<.30) and statistically insignificant. This demonstrates 
tbat perceived risk plays a rather minor roie, and lends support to the search for 
alternate explanations for the choice of adjustments. This appears particularly 
true for young drivers, in that their perceptions differed very little from older 
drivers, but their frequencies of adjustment were considerably lower. Groeger 
and Brown ( 1989) provide one explanation, find ing that once on the road, young 
drivers have a lower ability to detect hv.ards than older drivers. Improving 
hazard detection, as opposed to increased hazard awareness, may be a crucial 
objective for safety programs aimed at youth. 

Further analysis by age and gender groups revealed thal young 
males exhibited significantly lower (p<'05) adjustment frequencies compared to 
their older counterparts on all but a few categories, whereas younger female 
adjustment frequencies were not sib'llificantly different than their older 
counterparts. In terms of speed adjustments, young drivers reduced their speeds 
by similar amounts to older drivers; however, the resulting actual speed levels of 
young males were well above those of other drivers (significant at p<.05). These 
findings concur with previous research which identified the risky behaviour of 
young drivers in the fo rm of higher speeds (Wa'iielewski 1984), shorter beadways 
(Evans and Wasielewski 1983), shorter gap acceptance (Bottom and Ashworth 
1978), and underestimation of stopping distances (Quimby and Watts 1982). The 
added riskine..<>s of young male driver behaviours exhibited here helps to explain 
their high susceptibility to cr'dshes in wet weather as displayed earlier in .Figure I. 

Other researchers have suggested that past experience p'lays a more 
significant role in differentiating driver behaviours and adjustments. To test this 
relationship, two measures of experience - exposure (years driving x avemge 
km driven/week) and accident history (number of accidents in last three years) 
- were correlated with speed reductions. The common problem with such 
analysis is that exposure and accident frequency are also correlated with age, 
confounding the results. The analysis did, however. reveal that speed reductions 
correlated positively with exposure (p<.05) and negativeJy with accident 
freq uency (p> .05). 

GeoplrysiClli Perspective 

Adjustment patterns were affected by tbe nature of the geophysical event. 
Reductions in trip volumes were three limes greater during thunderstorm events 
than other rain events. The most apparent rea<;on is the heigbtening of the 
visibility hazard caused by intense faJling rain, which would affect botb trip 
cancellationl delay and travel speed, the latter of which potentially affects traffic 
counts by reducing road capacity. The diary infonnation also revealed higher 
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frequencies for every type of adjustment strategy during rainfall events versus wet 
road conditions. as displayed in Table I. 

As for their relationship to accident frequency, previous work 
suggests that precipitation events of differenl types and intensities are associated 
with a hiemrchy of accident risk (Andrey 1989). and that rainfall is more 
problematic than wet rood conditions on their own (And rey and Vagar 1993), 
This would suggest tbat, although more intense weather ha7.ards do invoke 
greater adjustments, these adjustments are insufficient to offset the increased 
risks on the road. 

Socielal Role 

An alternate approach is 10 focus on the role Qf the social conSlrUCts that govem 
mobility in Canadian .society. This approach is consistent with U1C- argument put 
forth by critics o f the natural hazards research paradigm and is gaining 
acceptance within the road safety community as well (e.g., Friedland et a1. 1990). 
At the highest level, the nature of development governs the need for mobility, 
and i$ thu.~ the primary cause of exposure to hal.ards in the road environment. It 
might tilerefore be argued that the underlying 'need' for mobility sometimes 
compels drivers to accept risks against their better judgement. The trip 
cancellation data confirm the importance of social factors, in that the lowest level 
of trip cancellation/ delay occurred during peak journey-to-work hours and the 
bighest occurred all weekends when travel activities are more discretionary. 

Cultural influences. although less obvious, also provide insight into 
the low adjustment levels a nd supposedly 'ilT'dtional' behaviour of young male 
drivers during wet weather. Past re.~l;!a1"ch has suggested that young drivers are 
under more social pressure to commil violations (Maultews and Moran 1986) 
and endorse the positive aspects of speeding and dangerous overtaking more 
strongly than older drivers (Parker et al. 1992). Unfortunately, safety officials 
have tended to prefer a focus on the individual driver as a means of improving 
safety, at the expense of examining the much larger, and perhaps more critical 
role of society itself. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMI'L1<..:ATIONS 

This study provides new information on the types and magnitudes of driver 
responses to wet weatller, and explores some of the underlying processes and 
factors that influence these responses. 1lle results have implications for safcty 
programs and/or priorities. 

The findings of this study suggests Ihat drivers need little 
convincing of the hazardotl'mess of wet weather events, and they recognize a 
broad range of possible adjustments that might be taken to reduce their risk of 
accident. Thus, there seems to be little Jleed to provide general education to the 
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public about the perils of driving during inclement weather. Ry contrast, the 
safety community needs to be encouraged to give greater consideration to 
weather-related risks. Their position, which is that most accidents occur in clear 
conditions and on dry roads, does not do justice to the magnitude of the problem 
and does nothing to encourage creative solutions. 

Despite general awareness, however, drivers continue to exhibit 
adjustment levels that are insufficient to counteract all the added risk. Increased 
skills training can clearly playa role here, and it is also possible that 
technological improvements, such as intelligent vehicle systems, will help to 
reduce weather-related traffic accident<;. ille danger of these approaches, 
however, is articwated in both the catastrophe hypothesis as described in Rurton 
et a1. (1993, 256), and the risk homeostasis theory described by Wikle (1982): the 
impact on safety will not nece~sarily be positive if such measures encourage over
confidence and lead to increased risk exposure. 

A more radical approach to driving hazards is to reduce exposure 
to unsafe situations altogether. Possibilities includc graduated licensing programs 
that restrict novice drivers from driving during inclement weather .. and 
differential speed lintits that legislate speed reductions on wet pavement. The 
major drawbacks to such measures are political acceptability and their 
implications for enforcement. Unfortunately, the most effective and long term 
method of reducing exposure to driving risks lies beyond tbe present mandate of 
the road safety community, and that is to clulnge land use planning so as to 
encourage less auto dependence, and thus reap the benefits of a safer and more 
sustainable transport system, regardless of the weather. 
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Western Canada Noctilucent Cloud 
Incidence Map 

Mark Zalcik l 

Edmonton, Alberta 
[Original manuscript received 10 September 1993; 
in revised form 15 October 1993) 

A HSI'Jl.ACT 

A map of western Canada shows Jines of equal average number of noctiluccnt cloud 
(NLC) sightings per year for the years 1988- 1992 according 10 observations by the 
surveillance network NLC CAN AM. Incidence appears to be highcst in the central 
prairies in the latitude range 52-57D N and longitude range \05- 11S" W. A't1:Tage incidence 
decreases north and south from this area. due to understood NLC climatological 
behaviour, and ea~1 and west due to summer tropospheric weather patterns. 

Une carte de rouest du Canada montre des tignes d'un nombre moyen ~ga1 d'obscrvations 
amlUclles de nuages noctulescenls (NNl) pour les Mnees 1988 a 1992, scion les 
observ<ltions du resellU de surveillance NLC CAN AM. La plus haute frequence semble 
se trouver aux prairies centrales dans Jcs latitudes Nord de 52° it 57" et dallS les longitudes 
Ouest de 105" a 115". A partir de cette region, la freq uence moyenne decroit au Nord et 
au Sud en raison du comportement climatique connu et e]lc d&:roit a l'Est et a l'Ouest en 
raison des [endances mc![eorologiques de la troposphere en ele. 

Noctiluccnl clouds (NLC) are a phenomenon of the summertime high latitude 
upper meso!>phere. They probably consist of water ice crystals, the nuclei of 
which are meteoric dust and large cluster ions (Thomas, 1991). They occur in a 
kilometres thin layer about 82 km above sea Jevel~ making them the highest 
douds known. Their great height and insignilicant optical thickness enable them 
to be seen only in twilight, specifically, when the sun is between six and sixleen 
degrees below the local horizoo; when present the clouds then appear as silvery 
cirrus-like clouds within the arch of twilight. 

Mesospheric temperatures and water vapour concentrations govern 
NLC evolution (Theon et aI., 1967). Temperatures in the high latitude 
mesosphere reach their coldest values in the early summer. These values, as low 
as 130 K, are the coldest in any parI of the atmosphere at any time of the year. 

I Mark ZII1cik, 9022-1321\ Avenue, EdrnonlUll, Alberta TIE ItB 
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TABLE J Number of stllSOnai noctilucmt cloud sightings at selected NLC CAN AM sit~. listed in 
order of increasing Ionl(itude. during the peried 1988-92. A ( - ) symbol indicateS thaI no observi flg 
was conducted, or lIlat data for thaI year Wf:re not ustd in the lIflalY8L', 

ulll'" Lo"lih.de •• eN, eWl "" .,,' ... "" "" .. 
Winolpes 49.9 97.2 2 , 0 '.0 
Tho Pu "., 101.1 I • J • J' 
Broadview "'.' 102.7 2 • I 0 0 1.2 
&1"".11 49.2 103.0 2 , I 1.0 
Wyny~rd SI.H H14.2 , • 1.0 u_ 

'" '''J JO • 1 81 
Swift Current "'., 101.7 2 ,., 
Ft. Relianao 62.1 109.2 , 2 ' .0 
Lethbridge 49.6 112.8 1 J , I , ,., 
FAmonton 51.7 1 t3.5 J2 , • J2 J ' 0 
Sl:m: lake. '" 1]4.! 1 • , , '.l 
V.nrouvcr 49.2 m .l I 0 0 0.' 
Waoon 1.,dr; 60.' 128.8 • 0 , • .. 
cape St. Jatne$' 51.9 131.0 2 , 

" 
Consequently, N LC occur in the.late spring and summer, from mid May to mid 
August (and December through February in the southern hemisphere). NLC are 
thought to be the equatorward fringes of a larger mantIc of mesospheric cloud 
which caps each of the poles during their respective summers. This cloud mass. 
tetmoo polar mesospheric clouds (PMC), was discovered by satellite (Thomas, 
199 1). During several nights over the above three month period mesospheric 
conditions in the subarctic fosle r evolution of noctilucent clouds, leading to 
sightings of NLC at lower latitudes. 

Reported latitude of maximum boreal NLC incidence has varied 
from 55D N (Paton, 1964) to 60" N (Fogle, 1966), Even though the clouds actually 
form at latitudes down to about the 60th parallel (Fogle, 1966), visibility of NLC 
north of the 55- 6()DN w ne is not necessarily favoured because at NLC peak 
season in late J une and July twilight conditions in this region are too bright to 
permit observation of the clouds. When viewing conditions improve in August, 
NLC are already on their downward leg of evolution. Conversely, as one travels 
further south from the highest incidence wne N LC are eventually out of range. 

Latitudinal limits of boreal NLC sightings have been 76.3D N 
(Fogle, 1966) and 43.3D N (Lohvinenko and Zalcik, 1991), though with respect to 
the southerly limit, there have been positive reports from perhaps further sou th in 
the state of New York (McConnell, 1987). 

Since 1988 the surveillance network NLC CAN AM, which 
consists of both amateur observers and personnel observing voluntarily at 
severol Conadian weather and flight service stations, hUll monitored the summer 
skies for noctilucent clouds. Participants arc listed in Appendix I. Climatological 
data from the network has permitted incidence analyses. Table I lists numbers of 
seasonal sightings, that is, nights through which NLC were seen during at least 
one check of the local sky, from fourteen selected sites in the years 1988-1992. 
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----. 
FIGURE I. Map ofwcslern Canada showing Jines of equal IIvcr.agc sca<anlll iroddence of 
noctilucent douds. Data 1I1e delived flOm observations of the NLC CAN AM surveillance network 
over II live year period, from the ye/ml 19R8~92. 

Selection was made on the bases of completeness of reports, observing through 
all or most of the NLC season, and observations for at least two years during the 
five year period. Generally, activity over the five years was fairly consistent, with 
the exception of 1992, when incidence dropped markedly at several locations. 

These data are incorporated into Ftgure I, a map showing lines of 
equal average annual NLC incidence from 1988- 1992. Activity appears to be 
highest over the central prairies between the latitudes of 52--57°N and the 
longitudes of I05- 115°W, Here, NLC may be seen during as many as nearly ten 
nights per season. Both nortb and south of Ihis lone, incidence decreases as 
explained previously. Variations within some individual provinces are great. For 
example, in southern Saskatchewan near the U.S. border, perhaps only one NLC 
display per year may be seen. Residing some 500 km north in the central part of 
the province allows this number to increase eightfold, but observing in the Lake 
Athabasca region, only fivefold . 

Summertime weather appears to be another critical factor affecting 
incidence. Tropospheric climate may be tbe reason behind the decrease in 
sightings botb east and west of the central prairies. Cloudier conditions both on 
tbe west coast and toward Hudson Bay, as illustrated, for example, by Yorke and 
Kendall (1972) may preclude observation of displays which would be visible 
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otherwise. The cloudy conditions may hence be truncating the highest incidence 
lone into a rounded configuration rather than a more streamlined one spanning 
a greater portion of the 55th parallel. Aetuallongitudi nal variations in NLC 
activi ty are pOssible, but in one study by Lohvinenko and Zalcik (199 1), none 
were found. 

From the data gathered by the NLC CAN AM network, it may be 
concluded that ground-based North American NLC research could perhaps best 
be conducted, in order to study the greatest number of noctilucent cloud displays 
per season, from locations within the central Canadian prairies. 

The upper limit of actual NLC sightings may be in the high teens 
or low twenties. A search by a team of observers stationoo at Grande Prairie, 
Alberta (lat. 55°) in 1965 yielded 19 active nights (Fogle, 1966). During a three
year study from 1957- 59 one Soviet site at approximately 6O"N and 35°E 
reported an average of 24 sightings per year (Bronshten and Grishin, 1976). Site 
choice, time spent checking the sky, degree of nocturnal Clarity, and the ability to 
descry noctilutent clouds despite varying amounts of interference from 
tropospheric clouds probably all influence the number of NLC displays seen 
each season. 
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Appendix 1. NLC CAN AM paniciparlfs during the years 
1988- 92. 

Amateur observers: Michael Boschat, Halirax., NS; Peter Brown, Sheila Callan, 
Helen Hawes, Robert Howell, Brian Tkachyk, Ft. McMurray, AB; Gaetan 
Chevalier, Ste.-Foy. PQ; David Dawson, Broad Brook. CT; Bob Fearn, West 
Vancouver, BC; Bob Fischer, Fairbanks, AK; Susan French. Scotia, NY: L. 
Gcc1an, Lucian Kemble, Cochrane, AD; Dale Johnson, Muskegon, Ml; Frank 
Kosalla. Germany; Glen Ledrew, Cape Parry, NT; Alister Ling, Don Thacker, 
Mark Za!cik, Edmonton, AS; Todd and Stan Lohvinenko., Winnipeg, MB; 
Wayne Madea, Mapleton, ME; Oleryl Matsugi, Raymond. AB; Steve 
McKinnon, Oakville, ON; Adrienne Morris, Buffalo, NY; Dave Parkhurst, 
Anchorage, AK; John Rousom, Arva, ON; Art and Joan Seabury, Jr., Norris 
Point, NF; Chris Spratt, Victoria, Be; Ron Thompson, Wynyard, SK; Oscar 
Van Dongen, Vermilion, AS; Karren Webb. Freeport., MI. 

Almospheric Enviromnem Service Stations: Alert, NT; Broadview, SK; 
Cambridge Bay, NY; Cape Parry. NT; Cape Sl. James, BC; Cree Lake, SK; 
Edson, AB; Estevan, SKi Ft. Reliance, NT; Gander, N F; lethbridge, AB; 
Meadow Lake, SK; Moosonee, ON; Red Lake, ON; Pickle Lake, ON; Slave 
Lake. AB; Vancouver. BC; Wynyard, SK. 

Transport Canada Flight Service Stations: Ft. Simpson, NT; La Ronge, SK ; 
Peace River, AB; SchefTerville. PQ; Sept-IJes, PQ; Sioux Lookout, ON; Swift 
Current, SK; The Pas, MB; Thompson, MB; Wabush, NF; Watson Lake, YT; 
Wttitccourt, AB. 

us. weather statio,,: Fnirbanks, AK. 
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The Thunderstorms of 8 July 1989 In 

the Northern Great Plains 

Alexander H. Paul 
Department of Gcogrdphy 
University of Regina 
Regina, Sask. S4S OA2 

SUMMARY 

and Dan E. Blair 
Deparlment of Geography 
University of Winnipeg 
Winnipeg, Man, R3B 2E9 

This paper anai.y1..es in detail an oUlbreak of severe thundcrstonns in southeastern 
Saskatchewan, southwestern Manitoba and North Dakota. Unexpectedly severe wind 
damage, extensi~e crop-haillos!ies and very rapid translatory motion charaCleril.cd these 

storms. Data and information have been derived from official meteorological sources such 
as weather slalion.~ , cooperative observers and regular pUblications including the Monthly 
Record and Storm Data: and from unofficial sources such as local newspapers, crop-haiJ 
insurance records and priVllte individuals. Multi·million-doUar damages were incurred 
evcn in tills largely rural region, and Ihe nature of Ihc dcva-;Iation at some localities W'd5 
suggestive of tornado oo::urrences. Lle5pite the advent of weather radar, an effective 
weather-watcher network throughollt the study arca, and an adequate job of forecasting 
on both sides of the Canada-U.S. border, many local residents were unaware of the 
significant threat whicb they faced. The paper concludes wi tb some observations on the 
problems at the general public's end of the weather warning issuance-dissemination
receipl-proltttion sequence. 

IN '!'ROOUCTION 

Drought conditions in 1989 over the eastern Canadian prairies and North 
Dakota were eased in SOme localities by rainfall from scattered thunderstorms on 
July 7-8. The severe storms of July 8, however, also did a great deal of crop and 
property damage as they produced large hail and strong winds. Despite much
improved forecasting of severe thunderstorms in the region in the 1980s these 
slonns still caught many people by surprise, and it is instructive to look at this 
particular outbreak in more detail. 

Figure I shows aspe(.1s of five st..-parate named severe 
thunderstorms in eastern Saskatchewan, western Manitoba and northern North 
Dakota on Saturday. 8 July 1989 plus several other short-lived cells. The map is 
based on a variety of official and unofficial information: AES and NOAA 
precipitation re<:ards; crop-hail insurance data from Manitoba Crop Insurance 
Corporation (MCIC), Co-operative Hail Insurance Company and Saskatchewan 
Municipal Hail Insurance Association (SM HIA); reports from NOAA co-
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operative observers in North Oak-ola; coverage in daily und weekly newspapers 
consulted at the Manilobu and Saskalchev.'an Provincial Archives; and other 
miscclhmcous sources. 

The storms produced costly wind and hail damages at some 
locations. Tr.:liler homes were smashed in thc Montmartre-Glenavon-Peebles area 
of Saskatchcwan; MCJC paid OUI more than 1.6 mi11ion dollars for hail da~; 
according to NOAA's Storm Dam, in North Dakola numerous buildings lost 
roofs, and millions of dollars of crop-hail damab't! was done. Fortunately there 
were only a few injuries and no fatalities. TIle troubling thing :..boul (he whole 
episode is thaI the storms were more than adequately forecast tlnd yet many 
people still found themselves in dangerous situations. Perhups Ihis was because 
over much of the region conditions were sunny, warm and dryas they had been 
for much of the previous several weeks. The storms "seemed to come out of 
nowhere", as a woman from the Roblin area of Manitoba put it; she was caught 
outside in heavy hail and received "several hardball-sized bruises to show for ie' 
(Roblin Review, 11 July 1989). 

Unexpectedly severe wind damage, extensive crop--hail losses and 
very rapid translatory motion chamcwrized th~se storms. Multi-million dollar 
damages were incurred even in this largely rural region, and the nature of the 
devastation at some places was suggestive of tornado occurrences. 

THE IND IVIDUAl. STORMS 

Figure I shows the precipitation areas produced by the five principal storms of 
July 8. Comparison with Figure 2, the map of daily rainfall listed for July 8 at 
AES observing stations, is most instructive. The Moose Jaw storm is absolutely 
invisible on Figure 2, a point which illustrates the well-known problem of 
attempting to study thunderstonn precipilation from official records alone. The 
Binscarth storm occurred in the early morning hours of July 8, and thus it would 
show up only on the map of precipitation for the climatological day of 1uly 7 
(most co-operaLivc observing stations take their daily reading of precipitation 
amount at 0800 local time). 

The Binscarth stonn appears to have originated around 
Bredenbury, Saskatchewan about 0300 CST and to have travelled southeast at 
70-80 kml h at lea'lt as far as Brandon, Manitoba where the AES reported hail at 
0530 CST. It produced walnut-si1.ro hail southwest of Binscarth and in 
numerous other localities, and subslantial crop losses on both sides of the 
provincial boundary, although no significant property damage appears to have 
resulted. 

Ten hours later around 1500-1530 CST the Moose Jaw and Peebles 
stonns broke oul. The former hit Moose Jaw city and agricullurul areas 
eastwards towards Regina with goUbalI-sized hail and heavy damage, but 
fortunately just missed CFB Moose Jaw where the annual ~ir show was taking 
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place. The Peebles storm did the most damage to property, with manyfarmsteads 
and the entire village of Peebles being "mangled", according to the Regina 
Leader-Post. Trailer homes were rolled and shattered but miraculously only a 
tcw minor injuries resulted. l1le word "twister" was mentioned by several 
eycwitnesse..~ and there were two descriptions of a funnel cloud. The spatial 
distribution of the wind damage leads us 10 believe that the occurrence of three 
FI or 1-"'2 tornadoes would be needed to explain the situation. In our view the 
occurrence of one F2 tornado plW) do~nburst or "microburst" winds (Fujita 
1981) is the most likely explanation, Both these storms moved almost due east at 
80 km/ h and both died out after only an hour or so. 

About 1600-1630 CST, as the Moose Jaw and Peebles storms faded 
away. the Robli" storm (Figure I) developed south of Kam...ack, Saskatcbewan. 
Most of its crop damage was done in Manitoba and it battered buildings and 
cars in Roblin with hailstones up to 4 cm across. It continued ea.<;t-southeast at 
70 km/ h and disappeared southeast of Ochre River around 2000 CST. At about 
1 630~1700 some short-lived but intense lo'CllS produced crop-hail losses southeast 
of Regina and ncar Melville, and apparent downburst wind damage in and 
around the village of Colfax, Saskatchewan (Figure I). 

The fi nal major storm of July 8, the North Dakota storm, was also 
the largest and longest-lived. it was more or less conlemporary WiUl the Roblin 
storm, tracking in the same direction at the same speed, but 240 km to the south. 
It developed in the vicini ty of Alameda, Saskatchewan, laid a swath of damaging 
hail al least 20 km wide in the extreme soulhcast of the province and caught the 
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very sou thwest comer of Manitoba from Pierson south. Wind damage along the 
southern edge of the hail swath in North Dakota was spectacular. Siorm Da/a 
reported a tornado at Sherwood, North Dakota where the roof was ripped off a 
school gynmasium. NOAA co-operative observers reported many trees downed 
in the Clark Salyer National Wildlife Refuge and severe damage in the town of 
Maddock. Kramer, Esmond and Tunbridge had much wind damage to solidly 
built houses and 20,000 acres of crops were reported destroyed in Benson 
County. Hailstones 2.5 inches (6.3 em) in diameter fell in Newburg and Kramer 
(Figure I). The North Dakota storm persisted for at leas14 hours and had a 
path length of more than 300 km. 

T HE. WEATHER SITUATION 

At the synoptic scale, a weak surface low·pressure centre moved acmss southern 
Saskatchewan on July 8 (Figure 3). On the evening of July 7 and through the 
nighl, strong thunderstorms developed in the over~running warm moist air over 
southwestern Manitoba, with some just e.'ttending into southeastern 
Saskatchewan, Satellite imagery indicates at least one mesoscale conveclive 
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complex (Maddo,,", 1980) with high-level cold anvil clouds coalescing for a 
distance of about 300 Ian over southwestern Manitoba in the early hours of July 
8. A westsouthwest 500 mb flow with a core of maximum speed over western 
Montana curved anticyclonically to flow about due west to east over 
southeastern Saskatchewan at 0600 CST. 

Surface winds during morning and afternoon of July 8 over the 
region were light to moderate southeasterly; thus thunderstorms would develop in 
a strongly sheared environment. Dewpoints were high in the eastern portion of 
the warm sector close to the warm front, hitting IS-I9"C at. many stations by 
noon local rime (Regina had its highest dewpoint of the year, 2O.4°C, at 1700 
CS1). Convective instability was present and some thunderstomlS were 
CJlperienced northeast of the warm front, for instance at Brandon and Dauphin 
during the moming. Severe weather watches and warnings were in effect in 
southwestern Manitoba at this time. Satellite imagery shows that conditions were 
essentially clear, however, OYer the regions that were affected later in the day. 
Even the photos for 1401 CST show virlUally no convection in the wann sector 
of Ole surface low. 

The 1431 CST satellite photo shows an isolated narrow band of 
towering cumulus aligned WSW-ENE. centered over Regina and about 100 km 
long and 10-1 5 km wide. The "cold cloud shield" (Maddox 19S0) from this line 
of convection is clearly visible on lhe 1501 CST photo and the line has moved 
ESE. Between 1400 and 1500 CST at Regina the surface wind shifted from E I9 
to NNE30, dewpoint rose from 17.8°C to 18.8°C and dry-bulb temperature 
remained at 29" C. The beginnings of the Moose Jaw storm were now visible 
from the satellite along the southern edge of an area of broken clouds marking 
the cold front. On tbe 1531 CST photo the Moose Jaw stann is easily identifiable 
as a separate entity [rom the much larger cloud shield which has developed from 
the Peebles storm, but by 160 1 CST it appeared to be merging with this cloud 
shield which now covered a larger portion of southeastern Saskatchewan. An 
extension towards the southeast of this cloud shield indicates that the North 
Dakota storm has now reached severe stage; on the 170 I CST photo a strong 
new cell was developing right along the 49th Parallel and the cloud shield over 
southea~tem Saskatchewan and southwestern Manitoba has the dimensions of a 
mesoscale convective complex. 

Within the warm sector there had been a marked dryline all 
through the day, and at 1800 CST the surface analysis suggests that the drylille 
met the centre of the surface low in the vicinity of the intersection of the 
Manitoba-Sa~katchewan-N. Dakota borders. At this time the North Dakota 
storm was located right at this same position. The satellite photos suggest that 
the Peebles stoml had also developed along this dryline; the precise origin of the 
Moose Jaw storm is more questionable. 
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DISCUSS ION 

A better meteorological understanding of slorms of this type has emerged in 
recent years, but this case study of8 July 1989 strongly sum,>ests that such 
understanding is not being transmiued to the public. in Saskatchewan the local 
and regional newspapers almost all described the wind damage as being due to 
tornadoes. At Maddock, North Dakota, however, the damage was of the same 
intensity as at Sherwood where Storm Dala reported a tornado. At Maddock a 
wind gauge hit 78-82 mph (130 km/ h) but no one described the damage as being 
due to anything more than very strong winds. This observed windspeed of 130 
km/ h, with 11 speed of storm translation of 75 km/ h , could be caused by a 
downburst producing an oulflow at the surface of SS km/ h relative to the storm, 

A photograph of the gust front of the North Dakota storm taken 
with a telephoto lens just prior to the storm's arrival at Maddock at about 1940 
CST was provided to us by Mr. Fred Rehling, the local co-operative observcr for 
NOAA. The gust front has briven rise to a spectacular roll cloud when: the warm 
air ahead of the storm is li lted above the outflowing downdraught. Although 
there is some indication of TOtating motion in thc roll cloud, trus cloud appears to 
nave a horizontal extent of several kilometres; at least at tins stage of the storm 's 
life tlJere is no tornado funnel in the picture. Yet the storm "took two grain 
elevators [and] roofs off many homes, etc." in the town. 11 appears to be a 
microburst situation. 

AES personnel on the p rairies tend to be conservative in using the 
word "tornado" in post-storm damage evaluations where no very definite 
observations of funnel clouds toucrung ground were made. With the severe 
weather watch program and extended weather radar coverage in the 1980s, there 
is greater awareness by prairie meteorologists of the frequency of severe 
lhunderstonn events and forecasters also have been rather more prepared to issue 
tornado watches since the Edmonton disaster of 3 1 July 1987. However, the. 
problem of getting the message across to the public about damaging 
thunderstorm winds still remains. The stonns of 8 J uly 1989 OCCUlTed during iI 
severe thunderstorm watch bUI this watch was nol upgraded to a tornado watch, 
TIle result seems to have been that the public was not aware of the threat which 
they faced on this date. One might speculate that the publie feels that if 
tornadoes or severe wind damages are going to occur, then a tornado watch will 
always be issued. They do not realize that mierobursls can be just as damaging 
as ~ and more widespread than ~ an FI or even an F2lornado. The usual 
terminology oC"damaging wind gusts" and the "possibility of tornadoes" 
accompanying sevcre thunderstorms seems to be inadequate to convey to the 
public the real potential for injuries and even fatalities which these storms CIlrry 
even when they do not generate true tornadoes. 

T here are certainly some misconceptions in many people's minds 
about damage potential from thunderstorm winds. An excellent example oC this 
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is furnished by the coverage in the Weybllm Review newspaper of lhe 
windstorms on 8 July 1989. The d amubre in and near Colfax was quile weU 
reported, bUI the comment was then made that the "twisler" was not experienced 
in the villages of Fillmore, Osage and Lang, 40 km, 30 km and 30 Ian 
respectively in various directions from Colfax. We are not blessed with 
clairvoyance but this does seem to us to suggest that if the repor ter visualized a 
"twister" as being a small tornado, then he/ she had little understanding of the 
characteristics of the dimensions and paths of tornadoes. 

A further comment in this same newspaper article is very revealing. 
On 8 July 1989 there was some wind ~mage in the city of Weybum itself. A 
large tree was uprooted, a sure indication of gusts e.·weeding 70 kml h, and 
shingles blown off a number of roofs, The reporter commented that winds at 

Weybum that afternoon averaged only 40 km/ h, a "mild breeze" compared to 
the winds at Peebles, but that this "mild breeze" had still been enough to 
dislodge shingles and uproot the large tree and some "shrubbery", The reporting 
seems to indicate a lack of awareness that (a) damaging winds in one part of the 
city may not affect the location of the weather station I or 2 krn away; (b) 
reported average windspeeds say nothing of short-period maximum gusts that 
may have occurred; and (c) the average of 40 km/ h is insufficiem to explain the 
damage done, 

In conclusion, we believe that despite all the excellcnt initiatives 
that have been taken by the AES in the forecasting and warning of severe 
thundcrstorm weather in the prairie region, a communications problem with the 
general public still exists. This case study of 8 July 1989 indicates that while 
many people reacted very competently to the stonn situation, there were many 
others in the region who were unaware that they faced a significant threat, who 
have little awareness of the nature of thunderstorm wind damages, and who are 
thus una ble to interpret the true meaning of forecasts and watches even if they 
hear them. Whether the AES with its limited resources can do much more in this 
context is questionable, Perhaps the real need is for the provinces, municipalities 
and emergency-preparedness organizations to undertake at the local level a 
program of raising awareness of the thunderstorm wind hazard on the prairies. 
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